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Seen&Heard State Awards
Kentucky Dam
Around
Dock Contract
Murray
"Housewives who are boyTake your
cotting food
placards and your signs, take
your pickets and your lines,
take your microphones and
march to the doors of Congress.
There you will find those budget
breakers, those spenders, those
fiscally irresponsible people
who have raised the prices of
your grocery cart—raised the
prices of your family car—
raised the prices of your
medical care—raised the levels
of your rent—and raised your
taxes. Unless these spenders
are sobered by your uprising,
they will raise both your costs
and your taxes once again.
Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butz in a speech to the National
Preal Qub, April 3, 1973.

Thee are few things as tasty
as a sandwich made out of the
cold roast in the refrigerator.
Wife chopped up some onion on
it, and put on salt, pepper, salad
dressing. Any gourmet would
appreciate such a delicacy.
Someone said, "he who eats
onions lives alone." We do not
know whether this is true or not,
but it's worth the chance.

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— The state Depirtment of Finance has awarded a $580,000
contract for flotation material,
the department's first expenditure in building a new
boat dock facility at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.
The previous boat dock. with
stare, ?Wong barge and 186
covered boat slips, was destroyed by wind-whipped waves
when Kentucky Lake reached
record levels late in April.
Under the contract announced Thursday by Finance
Commissioner Charles Pryor,
the Holt Marine Co. of Tennessee will supply its patented,
concrete-encased flotation material for the project.
When other contracts are let,
Pryor said, although "we are
being eaten up by inflation, we
expect to keep the cost of the
new boat dock to $1.5 million."
The dock will be moved from
near the west end of Kentucky
piam to the Taylor Creek embayment adjacent to the Kentucky Darn Village picnic area,
where savings will result because a breakwater will not be
required, Pryor said.
Slips will be equipped with
electrical and television hookups, the commissioner said,
and the complex will include a
concessions building with facilities for gasoline storage and
service, rest rooms, living
quarters for caretakers and a
retail sales area.

Take note of the fine job that
Gary Hohman is doing with the
city recreation system. Gary is
not a blow hard and does little to
brag on what he is doing,
preferring to let the results
speak for him. And they do
speak for him, loud and clear. It
FREE DOG
Is always pleasant to see
Dog, half Collie and half
someone do a good job and not German Shepherd, two years
hang around just waiting for a old, is free to someone for a pet.
paycheck.
Call 753-3939.
Our new Pines seem to be
doing well. A lot of things do not
make it but the Pine always
makes youjeel good by growing
cirunder
almost any
cumstances.
Wife took Mrs. Norman Klapp
a hanging basket the other day
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)

The Weather
Tonight increasing cloudiness
and not so cool, low in the mid
508. Saturday considerable
cloudiness and mild with
chance of a shower, high in the
low 70s. Sunday clearing and
mild.
Kentucky's extended outlook
Sunday through Tuesday
Showers ending Sunday Fair
and cool Monday. Sunny and
warmer in the west portions
Tuesday. Highs around 70 Sunday and Monday, warming to
upper 708 west Tuesday. Lows
in the 506 Sunday and Monday,
upper 40s Tuesday morning.
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County Receives $15,000
Grant for Two Ambulances

4"at's Your Opinion'
1
/
'
To Debut in Saturday
A new weekly feature, entitled "What's Your
Opinion?" will begin in Saturday's edition of the
Ledger & Times.
The column, which will be handled by Ledger &
Times news department staffers, will present the
opinions of local citizens on questions of local interest.
Four citizens will be interviewed each week to get
their opinion of that week's question. No effort will
be made to get "both sides" of any question, rather,
the first four who agree to express their opinions will
be interviewed.
The citizens interviewed will be selected on a
random basis. An attempt will be made, however, to
interview people ofdifferent walks-of-life so as to get
as—Ode a variety of opinions as possible.
"It is our feeling that this feature will give the
citizens of Murray and Calloway County a direct
method through which to express their feelings to
government officials on various subjects," James C.
Williams, Ledger & Times Publisher, said.
Watch for the first appeareance of the series in
Saturday's edition of this newspaper. This week's
question will be- "Should Murray and Calloway'
County have a 'dog-leash law"'

10' Per Copy
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In Our 94th Year

Debbie Gall Miller
—Salutatorian

Stacy Ellen Adams
—Valedictorian

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Willer
A $15,000 grant has been
awarded Calloway County to
aid in the purchase of two new
ambulances, accordng to
County Judge Robert 0. Miller.
The grant, announced today,
was allocated to the county
under a provision of the Federal
Highway Safety Act of 1966. The

funds will go toward the purchase of two new ambulances,
to be in use by July 1.
The service will be based at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, or at the City Hall,
Miller said. For 80 per cent of
county residents, a maximum
time of 20 minutes will be
required to answer a call.
The Calloway County Fiscal

Calloway High
Commencement
To Be May 25
Commencement exercises for
the 13th graduating class of
Calloway County High School
will be held on Friday, May 25,
at eight p.m. at Jeffrey gym.
One hundred and forty-four
are scheduled to
seniors
receive their diplomas at the
exercises.
The Baccalaureate services
will be held on Sunday, May 20,
at two p.m. at Jeffrey gym with
Rev. John Jones, minister of the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church delivering the sermon.
Rev. Roy Gibson, minister of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, will have the invocation
and the benediction. Howard
Crittenden, principal, will introduce the speaker. David
Sims, senior, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Sims, will play the
and
the
processional
recessional
Special music will be by the
Mixed Chorus, directed by Mrs.
Josiah Darnall.
Miss Stacy Ellen Adam.s,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Adams of Farmington Route
One, will give the valedictory
address at the program on
She is
Friday evening.
graduating with a 97.61_
average for her four years at
High.
Calloway
County
Recently she was named as
outstanding senior girl by the
faculty and chosen as most
likely to succeed by the
students.

Delivering the salutatory
address will be Miss Debbie
Gail Miller, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Miller of Murray
Route One, who has a four year
average of 97.55. She was
named as most dignified by the
students.
Other seniors with an above
90 average are Vickie Humphries, Ralph Danny Cossey,
Janey Kelso, Sabrina Tucker,
Joyce Winchester, Kathy Kelly,
Sherry Bucy, Connie Underhill,
Elliott,
Oliver
Darlene
Rosemary Lamb, Norma Gail
Broach, Marsha Ernstberger,
Darrell Gibson, James R.
Jarrett, Barbara Williford,
Dale Arnold, Robert A.
Rowland, Barbara Donelson,
Anita Faye Duncan, Jerry Et
Duncan, Paulette Ross, Keith
R. Dowdy, Vickie Workman,
Howard Glenn Mathis, Kathy
Lee Crowell, Vickie Pat L.ernb,
Susan Kay Hall, Patty Underwood Campbell, Vickie
Sanders Knight, Beverly Kay
Starks, Becky Burchett Gore,
Evie Lorne Erwin, David Earl
(See Calloway, Page 12)

United Methodist Men
Of Kirksey Plan Meet
The United Methodist Men of
Kirksey United Methodist
Church will have their monthly
breakfast meeting Sunday, May
20, at 7:00 a.m. in the fellowship
hall of the church.
Max B. Hurt, president, will
preside at the business meeting.
Keith Norsworthy, program
resource person, will be
responsible for the program.
The women of the church and
community are invited in honor
of Mother's Day, Hurt said.

FREE KITTENS
Two grey and white stripe
male kittens, about eight weeks
old, are free to persons for pet-s.
For information call 753-9602.

a
ambulances as
new
"modular" type, or somewhat
like a camper on a pickup truck.
He said that the big advantage
to this type is that it can be
transferred from one chasis to
another, without having to buy
an entire new ambulance unit.
He expects the savings to be
considerable each time new
ambulances are purchased.
Each unit will hold from three
to six persons, depending on the
type purchased. He stressed
the fact that all new emergency
equipment would not have to be
_ptu-chased each time the chasis
and engine wore out, thus
saving $8,000 t,o $10,000.
The service will be manned
by a two-man team. Both
workers will have American
Red Cross advanced training,
and eventually will complete an
81 hour course in emergency
medical training.
One fee system which has
been suggested has been $25 per
call and 50 cents per loaded mile
but a definite scheduled has not
been decided on yet, Miller said.

NASA Workers Labor To
Perfect Repair Equipment

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT seems to be what Jan Purdom was
thinking this morning when the announcement was made that she
had been selected "Miss Murray High" for 1973. Miss Purdom is
the daughter of Mrs. Mona Purdom and John N.Purdom.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

-McCord Says He Was Offered
Clemency By White House Aide
WASHINGTON (A?) — Watergate burglar James W.
McCord Jr. swore today that a
former White House aide repeatedly offered him executive
clemency, and told him President Nixon was aware of the offer
McCord, speaking slowly and
in a husky low voice, said his
longtime friend
John J.
Caulfield repeatedly urged him
to remain silent about the Watergate wiretapping case, and

Court had advertised for bids on
two modular type units, with
bids to be delivered by Monday.
Miller said that several bids had
been received already.
The judge also said that the
date which the units could be
delivered would also be a factor
in selecting a bid, as well as the
price. If the units could not be
delivered by the July 1 deadline,
another bid with a higher price
might be accepted, if the
units could be delivered.
The county segment of the
city-county ambulance committee decided to go ahead-sadadvertise for bids last week so
that the city and county would
be assured of ambulance service by July 1, when local
funeral home operators have
indicated that they will
discontinue service.
Miller said that the exact
share to be paid by the city and
county will be determined later,
but that te orders have to be
placed early, so the vehicles
will be delivered on time.
Judge Miller described the

at one point told him the Nixon
administration might fall because of the scandal.
"The President's ability to
govern is at stake," he quoted
Caulfield as saying at one
meeting. "Another Teapot
Dome scandal and the government may fall."
Caulfield was a staff assistant to fired presidential counsel
John W. Dean UI. but left last
June 30 and was employed by
the Treasury Department at
the time McCord says he made
the offers of clemency.
Caulfield, who went on leave
recently when news of the clemency offer was first published, had been security director of Nixon's 1968 presidential
campaign. He had recommended McCord for the same job at
the Nixon campaign last year.
' McCord said he met with
Caulfield last Jan. 12 in a scenic outlook along the George
Washington Parkway, overlooking the Potomac River.
"He said that the offer of executive clemency which he was

passing along, and of support
by the President and rehabilitation and help toward a job later, quote, was a sincere offer,'
unquoted," McCord said.
"He explained that he had
been asked to convey this message to me ... Caulfield explained he was carrying this
message to me quote,'from the
very highest levels of the White
House,' unquoted," McCord
said.
"He stated that the President
of the United States was in Key
Biscayne7F1a. ... that the President had been told of the forthcoming meeting with me."
When McCord rejected the offers, he said Caulfield tol him,
"You're not following the game
plan."
This brought laughter from
the packed Senate Caucus
Room where the televised hear(See McCord, Page 12)

Prayer And Service
Breakfast Is Monday

The Tenth Prayer and
Service Breakfast of Key '73
will be held Monday, May 21, at
eight a.m. at the Holiday Inn
with Rev. Martin Mattingly.
The Eighth Grade of Hazel Phase III chairman presiding.
Rev. Mattingly will present a
• Elementary School will have a
car wash and slave day on pilot program of lay witnessing
Saturday, May 19, from nine for Christ that takes a period of
five months to complete in
a.m. to three p.m.
The car wash will be at the conjunction with small group
Wilson-Holaapple Gulf Station Bible study and sharing.
Phase III has its focus
at Hazel. For a slave to do odd
jobs, call 492-8145. The proceeds "Calling our continent to
will go to Hazel Elementary Resurrection." The general
chairman of Key '73 is Rev.
School
Darrell Keith and the general
JOE CREASON, author and newspaper columnist from Louisville, was at the Calloway (Dint)'
theme is "Calling our continent
FREE KITTENS
Public HI:wary-autographing copies of his newfbook; "Joe ('reason's Kentucky," on Thurwia* afTwo kittens, male, eight to Christ."
ternoon. A large number of people visited the library to meet Mr.(*reason who is expected ba F this
fall for rspeaktrirengagement at the lora+ library. 1Whis inure Wiutyne,right, walia while t-reasoli weeks old, are free to persona A Key '73 is sponsored locally
for pets For information call by the Murray-Calloway County
signs the copies of the book she purchased In the background are Paul and Perry Parkin.
Ministerial Association
iStaff Photo by D8N id Hill) 753-9602.

Car Wash, Slave Day
Planned On Saturday

By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE KENNEDY,Fla. ( AP)
— Astronauts and engineers
wetted scram the nation today
to perfect equipment and procedures for flying a delayed reastir mission to the overheated
ylab space station.
The space agency had hoped
to mount the unprecedented
mission to erect a sun shield on
the orbiting vehicle Sunday but
decided Thursday it couldn't be
done that soon and delayed the
attempt five more days.
It was the second five-day
postponement for Skylab 1 astronauts Charles Conrad Jr.,
Dr. Joseph P. Kerwin and Paul
J. Weitz. They were to have set
out in pursuit of the laboratory
Tuesday but remained grounded when trouble developed
aboard the craft.
The major problem was
created when a thermal shield
ripped off the Skylab, enabling
the outer skin to absorb the
sun's rays and heat the interior
of the vehicle so that it was
uninhabitable.
Flight controllers were able
to stabilize the heat at 105 degrees by orienting the spacecraft with one side away from
the sun.
John Dither, deputy Skylab
program director, said the
stabilization bought the time to
delay the mission five days,

with a possibility it might have
to be put off an additional few
days.
"That will depend on how
well we do with the fabrication
of the sails and extension devices and with the training of
the crew to erect them," he
said.
The sails are awning-like sun
shades which experts are developing and which the astronauts
will carry as they fly to a linkup with the 85-ton Skylab 272
miles above the earth.
They will take two types of
shades and decide which would
be the easiest to install after
they reach the station and inspect it during a fly-around
maneuver.
It will be a dramatic event inthe history of U.S. manned
space flight as the spacemen
attempt to salvage the 11294-million laboratory. What they see
and do up there will be televised live to earth, so mission
control experts can help commander Conrad make decisions.

Breakfast Planned
By Legion For The
Baseball Program

Murray American Legion'
Post No. 73, will sponsor a
Country Ham Breakfast at the
Legion Home Saturday, May
26, from 5:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
All the country ham, eggs,
biscuits, red eye grav)' and
coffee you want will be served,
a spokesman said.
Tickets may be purchased at
the door or from Legionaires.
Dr. Joe Rose, professor of Price of the breakfast is $2.00
political science at Murray
Proceeds from this will be
State University, brought used to help defray the expense
Kiwanians up on laws in certain of the Legion baseball team
places in the United States at which will have their first home
their regular meeting Thursday game June 1, a doubleheader
night at the Murray Woman's with Paducah.
Clubhouse.
Expenses for the past year
"Law prescribes a code that were more than $1,200, but are
people have arrived at as the expected to be almost 2,000 this
proper way to do things," Dr. year. Prospects look good for a
Rose began. In reviewing some good team again this year
laws still on the books, he said it according to Ronald Crouch,
was a crime to jilt a girl in Team Manager The team will
Gary, Texas; in Oregon a dead be coached by Denny Potts
Juror cannot serve on a jury; in coach at Calloway County High
Lake Charles, La., it is illegal School this year.
to let a rain puddle remain in
Twenty-five games are
the front yard for more than 11 scheduled for this year with
hours; in Walden, N.Y. it is
about half of these to be played
unlawful to give a drink of at home. Everyone is urged to
water without a permit; in attend the home games and
Georgia it is against the law to support the team, Crouch said.
slap a man on the back; and in
The First District TourWashington, D.C., all taxis nament will be held at Ty
must carry a broom and a Holland Stadium the week of
_
Shovel.
July 25, according to ("leo
Carter, Sykes,. First District Baseball
Dr. Itayipsa_d
president, presided at the Chairman for the Amer:can
meeting.
.
Legion.

Joe Rose Reviews
Laws of Different
Places For Kiwanis

Controls hobble free economy
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Mail Delivery Gains Approval
gripes about the
We have heard numerous
including some
Service,
Postal
problems of the U.S.
of newspapers,_
delivery
the
g
concernin
own,
our
of
but a recent survey indicates that some people feed
Postal
differently about mail delivery. The U.S.
that
survey
a
of
results
the
Service has just released
indicates a majority of Americans like the way their
mail is delivered.
According to the survey, some 23 per cent of those
survered felt service was excellent, and 37 per cent
rated it very good. Another„ 25 per cent said the
service was just good, nine per cent said it was fair,
and only three per cent felt it was poor, while
another two per cent offered no opinion. Postal
authorities said the survey was conducted by
Opinion Research Corp. of Princeton, N.J., during
the summer of 1972.
Let's hear it for the postal service. Perhaps if we
keep giving it a big cheer every now and then, the
delivery would really get better. , especially for
those letters to be delivered in Altus which have to
go to Lawton and then back to Altus before they can
be delivered.—Altus (Okla.) Times-Democrat.

THE

Ecosora

.•....

WHAT ABOUT TIAE SIDE EFFECTS?

THE
FAMILYw qr.
LAWYER —

Airport Imagination
You can take a taxi from Mexico City to Rome by
way of Hong Kong, and the fare won't run much
more than a dollar.
That's because the street and drives at the new
$250 million Kansas City International Airport are
named for some of the foreign cities served by the
major airlines that fly in and out of the city.
The airport, which covers 5,000 acres, has three
circular terminal buildings surrounding the administration building and control tower, and various
cargo, restaurant, post office and maintenance
facilities.
All are accessible to each other over 12 miles of
roadways with names ranging from Amsterdam to
Tel Aviv.—Beaumont (Tex.) Journal.

Ten Years Ago Today
LiDGICA aTIKES FUJI

20 Years Ago Today
LiDOZI•71:1111111 PILE

The Fiscal Court yesterday authorized a special
election for the City of Murray on Julie 2 for the
purpose of determining whether the people of
Murray wish to continue a present ten cents per
hundred school tax or to let it expire in June of this
year.
T.E.(Ace) McReynolds has purchased an interest
in Corn-Austin Company, according to A.B. Auston,
one of th owners. McReynolds has been a salesman
with the firm for the past fourteen years.
Marriages reported are Miss Moyna Arnett to
Arvy Glen Sims on May 15, and Miss Norma Jean
Lovins to Ross Langford on May 17.
Mrs. D.F. McConnell presented her piano students
in a May Musical at her home, 804 Olive Street, on

economics could halt the downward
plunge. Dr. Stein had made it plain
that the administration had rejected
the tax increase.
It is apparent that Americans are
frustrated, confused and alarmed by
inflation — emotions which are reflected in Congress itself. After
months of haggling, for example,
Congress adjourned for its Easter
recess without agreeing upon the
anatomy of a proposed extension of
the President's authority to regulate
wages and prices. It finally extended
the authority to control wages and
prices hours before it expired.

When it comes to the emotional
subject of inflation — so much on the
tip of everybody's tongue these days
— Americans appear to have settled
into 'stereotyped thinking which accepts fictions as articles of faith.
Principal'among these is the notion that full employment and progress in the United States depend
upon a 3 per cent annual inflationary
rate. Obviously such a rate would
exhaust our dwindling natural resources with great-speed. Equally
obviously, if our experienge of the
last few years means anything, the
relationship of inflation to employment is more of a theory than a law
of economics.
Or consider for a moment the vigorous American protests about rising prices against the backdrop of
their purchasing, habits. In the first
three months of this year the personal spending of citizens rose at a rate
16 percent faster than last year. In
1972 personal spending was 9.5 per
cent higher than it was in 1971.
Americans, it appears, are crying
about inflation all the way down to
their favorite stores.
However the most untypical
American behavior in respect to the
inflation is perhaps the individual
and institutional lack of confidence
in the economic system that has
givetrus such wealth and purchasing
power.
It is indeed strange when a single
press conference by -Dr. Herbert
Stein, at which he admitted that the
possibility of a tax increase had been
considered by the administration to
dampen inflation, triggered a precipitate decline in the stock market.
It is as strange that the mere announcement of a recent administration brainstorming conference on

Amid the pulling and tugging, only
one fact emerges clearly. In their
lack of self assurance about economic matters, Americans are tont-ing to government as a father figure.
Whether it is business or labor, the
housewife or the economist, the
American battle cry is 'that Washington should do something about inflation by putting the lid on profits
and earnings. The pressure on the
administration is not to get the government out of the marketplace, but
to get it in deeper by strengthening
Phase III controls.
_
This, we believe, is the aspect of
inflation'that Americans should examine most profoundly from two
standpoints. Is there anything in history to exhibit that bureaucracy can
manage an economy efficiently,
and, if we retrogress into the rigid
controls of Phase II or Phase I, will
the U.S. economy ever return to
competitiveness and productivity?
If Americans can answer bothwith a "no," then we believe that is
the answer they should give to those
who are determined to slip hobbles
on the free enterprise system.

Right to Spank
"-me right of parents to chastne their children is so necessary According to Boyle ...

POEM.From The Collection "FRED".
Fred was very smart,
when it came to life and things.
he had intelligence.
just 18 inches above his heart
He often spoke out,
on the issues and problems he SHIN,
he couldn't stay quiet,
being strong willed and physically stout.

Fred didn't like polution,
Luther McClain of the Taylor Store Commuisity.on
that others so carefully stacked,
Hazel Route One, age 75, died this morning .at the ,J he didn't like the mess.
and knew there was a solution
Murray Hospital.
the
at
s"
"Accident
on
spoke
Hughes
Dr. Donald
Fred noticed a fact,
meeting of the Murray Business and Professional
as he traveled the wilderness far back,
Women's Club at the dinner meeting held at the
he saw others litter,
and failed to notice his own tack.
Murray Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Charlotte Barker, guidance counselor at
Murray High School, was speaker at the meeting of
the Murray High FHA Chapter She discussed the
"Importance of Planning In High School for
BE A MAN,MY KING
College."
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kuhn,
and Mrs. A.G. Childers attended the OES Friendship
Night held by the Fulton Chapter on May 14.
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to the government of families
and to the good order of society
,that no moralist or lawgiver has
;.ever thought of interfering with
'its existence."
So said the Supreme Court of
Tennessee a century ago. And it
is still true today that parent*
,_-hase the basic legal right to spank
thehildret
But if the right itself is still recognized. the extent or the right
ha, been steadily;'narrowed.
illifor example, it used to be said
that parents could be as brutal as
they pleased, so long as their motive was "for the child's own
good." But fro longer.

—Tom Perkins

Stand my King
And experience this one treasure life will bring.
Taste the life of a man,
Toil, sweat, pain, love, and sorrow
That follows him from day to day
And is something he knows will be there tomorrow
A man always stands his ground
Oft times being knocked down.
But when he stands he knows, my King,
That he is a full fledged man.
So take my hand if you wish, my King,
That I may be a woman,and you, my King,
A Man
Deborah Holt
• R. R. 1
Dexter, Ky.42036

ACROSS THE MEADOW

Across the meadow
Lay a beautiful soft flowing brook,
Filled with clear icy water,
That oft time is swept by a spring breeze
May 12.
And cleaned by a gentle summer rain.
In the moments of fall the trees
Shed their multi autumn colored leaves
Of reds, browns, and golden yellows,
That float atop the brook
In pages of its season.
Winter months glaze the brook with ice
e, And he said, Who are thou, Lord? And the Lord
That looks like a shot of white satin,
Omit I am Jesus whom thou persecutest; it is hard
—tined SnOsvY lace:
for theee to kick against the pricks
And when all the seasons have decorated the brook
because
service
of
,S We also kick against the road
They call for all to come across the meadow
.:"%ve do not want to face what we know we should be
To share with each their beauty and grace
doing.
•

bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
RAIN
There are a lot of politicians who are looking for a
wrong
cure for their sniffles, a symptom of what is
Rain drops
With our political society. The formula for reOf is
splatter into rain pools
.•
pimple—when you see a politician with a runny nose
cuddled by gravel
4Ftielptim,16rbeaven's sake, by telling him-to blow it... ..mold bowls in clay-earth
beat on tin roofs and _garbage cans
"The wringing of the nose
melt my popsicle.
bringeth forth blood."
0:
—Proverbs X X X.33

Deborah Holt
R. R 1
Dexteg.,Ky. 42036

Thus, a tither was found guilty
of assault and, battery for beating
his 10-year-old daughter with a
cane, hard enough to leave permanent scars. The court said it was
no excuse that he was trying to
each the child good manners.
One parent's harsh views abouit
discipline, said the court, could
not outweigh the humanitarian
standards of the community.
Not only may an offending parent be punished by the criminal
law, but in a growing number of
states he may even have to pay
damages to the child.
In one case a woman pummelled her small stepson so viciously that he suffered internal
injuries. When a damage suit was
bled on the boy's behalf (by a
guardian), she said it would be
-bad for family harmony" to allow lawsuits within the family
jrcle.
But the court held her liable
anyhow.
"While it may seem repugnant,"
said the court. "to allow' a (child)
to sue his parent, we think it more
repugnant to leave a child without redress for the damage he has
suffered by reason of his parent's
malicious misconduct.
"A child, like every other indi,idual. his a right to freedom
from such injury.
An American Bar Association
public aerviee feature by Will
Bernard.

Roquefort cheese is
made only in France
Roquefort cheese is made
from the milk of the female
Only cheese made in
Roquefort, France, can be
t ailed by the name Roquefort.

Suit personality

k.

—Kathy Ciilberf

The suit is big news for
spring. But the look is so individual when you add the shirt,
sweater or halter worn underneath the jacket. White linen
sufts-allow_ for. calorftil tpos
that perk up the outfit when
the jacket is unbuttoned

More Tidbits From Postal Service
By HAL BOYLE
to proper soil cultivation, that Dorn in the month of May make
NEW YORK (AP) — Things
same amount of acreage can poor mousers. If a cat sits with
a columnist might never know
now support on the average Its back to the fire, expect a
If he didn't open his mall:
storm soon. Put butter on a
more than 5,000 people.
Be glad you don't grow at the
Worth remembering: "One of cat's paws to keep it from
rate an opossum does. As an
the reasons so many politicians straying from a new house you
adult it reaches 28,000 times its
are keeping their mouths shut move into.
•
true
birth weight. If this were
It was Austin O'Malley who
today is that they are afraid if
of you and yOu had been an
they open them a foot will fall observed, "God shows His coneight-pound baby, you would
out."
tempt for wealth by the kind of
much
too
tons,
112
weigh
now
a black person He selects to receive
from
Hairs
Folklore:
for even a mother to love.
cat have curative powers. Cats It.',
The health care you can get
readily depends to a great extent on where you live in Amer- ceteevaveceeeennoneceneeemoven
ica. For example, there are 133
counties which have no resident
physician. However, only 0.2 @)00001rITliii,
THEATRE
per cent of the U.S. population
lives in these counties.
The beard of a man who lets
It grow numbers about 13,000
whiskers. They grow at a density of about 390 per square
Inch on his cheeks, 580 per
square inch on his chin.
Know your calendar: In the
ancient Roman calendar, ascribed to Romulus, the year
had only 10 months. The last
was called December because
It came from a word meaning
10 But when two more months
were added, it was still placed
Last despite the fact its name
was no longer appropriate in As******
*************************
that position. The Saxons called
CENTRAL
the last month "winter-monath" or "heligh-monath," beCENTER
cause it contained Christmas.
CINEMAS
It isn't disease alone that
or Th. FIn•si I. Mewl* n herhelno •of
753-0881 *
keeps us from becoming centenarians. One of the quickest
ways to extend the average life
of the American male would be
to eliminate the lethal toll of
accidents, homicides, and suicides.
Quotable notables: "There
are plenty of new sights under
the sun for those who have eyes
to see. Nothing is done finally
and right. Nothing is done posia WU
tively and completely. In science, probably 99 per cent of
the knowable has yet to be discovered." — Lincoln Steffens.
Sheattinve-- ç
Showtime OMEQ:
A sick society: The world
may not be crazy but it drives
5:30-g:30
many people mad. One out of
,Sat-Sun. Matinee
40
340 7a:t1:30
10 Americans suffers from
some form of mental illness,
*
rrIld or severe. Mental disease
has become a problem affectAt first he couldn't stand the
ing 21 million U.S. families —
* .
one out of four.
*
sight of them. Then he
A rut: The nation's leading
chain cave operator, Lester B.
couldn't look away.
Dill, operator of Meramec Cav1*
erns on Highway 66 in MisCHAIN WWI*
souri, claims he has been in
• 4
flia(MC
more than 15,000 caves through4MS
(COW13
out the world — more than anyone else in history. What's your
claim to fame?
4:50-7:10-9:30 Matinee Fri-Sat. 2:30
Productive: why is agriculture so important? Because if
Late Show 11:30 Fri.-Sat.
he lived only on wild plants and
wild grTine,--eadi hurban &int;
"SWINGING POSSYCATS"-11
would need eight square miles 74************************WW******10.
in which to forage But thanks

Look For
Theatre Ads In
Leisure Time
Section
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Explanation Given For Some Of
Problems Of Gold And Dollar
By FRED W. COLEMAN
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — The price
of gold hit record highs in Europe this week above $100 an
ounce, and the U.S. dollar was
in trouble again. Here is an explanation of some of the factors
in the situation:
Question: What LS so good
about gold?
Answer: Gold has two roles.
One is historic, as a backer of
money, since the days when
coins were worth their weight
in gold. Nowadays in many
parts of the world paper money
is still worth no more than the
amount of gold it can buy.
When people worry that the
buying power of their money is
shrinking, they often prefer to
hold gold instead. If enough of
them change their money for
gold at the same time, they
drive up the price of the metal.
Q. What is the other role of
gold?
A. Like coffee, tin or any other commodity, gold can be
traded on open markets in Europe. When orders to buy outweigh orders to sell, the price
goes up. In recent months the
demand from dentists, jewelers, industry, hoarders and financial speculators has been
greater than the supplies of
newly mined gold reaching the
market. So the price has gone
uP.
Q. Why the big rise in the
price of gold now?
A. Gold has been climbing for
the past two years. As confidence in the twice-devalued
US. dollar declined, more and
more individuals and corn-

parties decided to pay out dollars to buy gold. This weakened
the dollar and doubled the gold
price over the past year.
By last Friday, gold had
reached a record high of about
$97 an ounce in Europe. The
Watergate scandal was undermining confidence in the dollar
further. Traders were virtually
certain the gold price would
psythe
break
through
chologically important hurdle
of $100 an ounce this week and
then climb even higher.
Decisions were made over
the weekend to buy millions of
dollars worth of gold on Monday. The price broke $100 that
day and went as high P.13 $124
an ounce briefly in Pads before
beginning to settle down by the
middle of the week. The longterm outlook remained unclear.
Q. Who bought gold?
A. Wealthy interests in the
Middle East who are paid in
dollars and felt safer holding
gold, international corporations
with spare cash, speculators
and such hoarders as French
peasants who traditionally buy
gold in times of political or economic uncertainty. The big
buyers keep their identities secret. Dealers were divided
Thursday over the importance
of Middle East buyers.
Q. Can anybody buy gold?
A. No. Americans have been
barred from buying gold legally
since 1934. A measure now before Congress may change this.
But for the moment, Americans
can take advantage of rising
gold prices by buying stock in
profitable gold mines. Most European and Asian governments

200 Exhibitors Set
For Product Display

allow their citizens to buy and
hold gold.
Q. Who sells gold?
A. South Africa mines 71 per
cent of the non-Communist
world's supply of new gold. The
Soviet Union is another key
source of new gold. Australia,
Canada and some other noun-

serve unit for money to replace
gold, the price of the metal will
probably drop. Any time the
South Africans or the Russians
decide to unload supplies on the
market, the price should drop
sharply.
Q. How does a gold buying
rush affect the dollar?
A. If holders of dollars use
them to buy up large quantities
of gold, the market is flooded
with dollars and the value declines. And since 1968 there
have been two gold markets,
official and free. On the official

tries are less important suppliers.
These countries, together
with hoarders and speculators.
often keep their supplies off the
market when prices are rising.
This can drive prices up further for more profitable sales
later. Russia and South Africa
appear to be holding back now.
Q. Will the gold price always
go up?
A. Not necessarily. Governnients are working to reform
the international monetary system. Should they find a new re-

market, used for transactions
between governments, the price
of gold is now $42.22 an ounce.
Industries, speculators and others trade on the free markets
where the price is now over
$100 an ounce. The higher the
free market price rises, the
greater the pressure to raise
the official price. When the official gold price goes up, the U.S.
dollar is devalued.
Q. What happens if the dollar
is devalued?
A. Americans must pay more
for imported goods and vaca-

bons abroad. It costs more to er dollar devaluation. Most
run U.S. businesses overseas. perts now rate the possibili
l
e
But U.S. exports become cheap- as unlikely.
er and more competitive.
Q. What are the immediatitg
Q. Is another devaluation effects the gold price rise?
likely?
A. Jewelry prices are g lag
A. Not yet. Since the last U.S. up, but not as fast as gold. The
devaluation in February, a increase in a pair of earrings,
number of technical steps have for example, will depend on::
been taken to steady world how much gold is in them.
$
money markets, among them when they were bought. Goldkr
foreign exchange controls and dentures may also cost more,'
floating exchange rates. A con- but they would have gone up:
tinued gold rush, however, anyway from other factors„(
could eventually unravel these such as laboratory technicians'.
arrangements and force anoth- salaries.
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Some 200 domestic and the variety of exhibits will be
foreign manufacturers will equally impressive, including
exhibit their latest products at muskeg swamp skldders,
Expo '73, the gigantic forest chipper canters, full-air strain
products machinery and bandmills, barb-tested mitts
equipment exposition set for and countless other harvesting,
loading and handling equipAtlanta, Georgia, June 1-3.
The biennial exposition, ment, sawmill machinery and
products
forest
which is sponsored by the related
Southern Forest Products technology.
An added attraction for Expo
Association, will be held
at Atlanta's sprawling '73 il.11 feature new electronic
Southeastern Fairgrounds, control instruments which scan
where more than 600,000 square logs for size and content and
feet of indoor and outdoor automatically set headrigs to
exhibit space has been reser- cut for maximum utilization.
-The entire thrust of the new
ved.
Nearly 15,000 people are machinery and equipment to be
expected to attend Expo '73, displayed at Expo '73," Ganser
according to William R. Gan- commented ''is to stimulate
ser, Jr., executive vice- further growth of timber
President_g Southern Forest economy through more efProducts AM:dation. He noted fective and efficient technology.
that Expo '71, also held at the It will be one of the biggest
Southeastern Fairgrounds in shows of its kind and certainly
Atlanta, drew more than 12,000 one of the most important
people, including lumber and events of the year for the entire
forest industry businessmen, forest products industry."
Registration and
machinery and equipment
manufacturers, economists, arrangements for hotel acpublic officials, foreign trade commodations are being
handled by Southern Forest
experts and the press.
Ganser said more than 180 Products Association, Ganser
indoor booths and 160 outdoor said. He said those who have
stations will display exhibits, not yet made arrangements to
which range in size from a attend Expo '73 should contact
hand-held timber numbering the Association by calling 504.and marking tool to a four- 834-8544 or writing to P.O. Box
wheel-drive log stacker which 52468, New Orleans, Louisiana
can lift 40 tons. He added that ; 70152.
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Harrison-Tidwell Wedding Planned

Miss Jan Reagan Is
Honored At Shower
At Ragsdale Home

Tuesday, May 22
Friday, May II
A gospel singing will be held
The Murray Quota Club will
at South Marshall High School meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
The home of Mrs. Larry gym at 7:30 p.m. with the noon.
Ragsdale was the setting on proceeds going to the School for
Thursday, May 10, for a shower Exceptional Children.
The luncheon for the senior
given in honor of Miss Jan
citizens will be held at Elm
Reagan, bride-elect of Jeff
Saturday, May 18
Chase of Marion, Illinois.
A car wash will be held at J. &
Mrs. Ragsdale and Miss S. Company on Story Avenue
Rosemary Scott were the starting at 8:30 a.m., sponsored
gracious hostesses for the by the Almo Girls Softball
prenuptial occasion. They Team.
presented the honoree with a
Saturday, May 18
PePcern popper.
Rainbow
Girls will have a
For the event Miss Reagan
chose to wear a green pantsuit garage sale at 1707 Keeniand
and knit top complemented by a Drive starting at 7:30 a.m.
matching jacket.
Teentown will be at the First
Refreshments for the oc- United Methodist Church from
casion were mints, cake, mixed 7:30 to eleven p.m. Admission is
nuts, assorted sandwiches, and fifty cents.
cokes which were served from
a beautifully appointed table
Sunday, May 20
overlaid with a white lace
Annual homeebming will be
tablecloth. The table was held at Martin's Chapel United
centered with a lovely white Methodist
Church
with
wedding bell with cups and preaching, lunch, and gospel
plates to match.
singing.
The honoree opened her many
Willie Falwell and Miss Inez
lovely gifts for the guests to
Stewart will be honored with an
view
open house in celebration of
their birthdays at the home of
Mrs. Harry Moore, 405 North
5th Street, from two to five p.m
'n creamy

Miss Deborah Eldridge,
bride-elect of Edd Adams, was
delightfully entertained at a
breakfast at the Holiday Inn
held in her honor on Saturday,
May 12, at nine-thirty o'clock in
the morning.
The honoree chose to wear
from her trousseau a red and
white pant suit. Her corsage
vu of blue daisies, a gift of the
hostesses.
The guests were greeted at
the door by Mrs. Samuel Adams
and welcomed further by Mrs.
Morris Baucum, hostesses for
the special occasion.
After the blessing was asked
by Mrs. Harold Beaman, the
delicious breakfast was served
from a table covered with a
white linen cloth and centered.
with an arrangement of blue
and white dried flowers.
Miss Eldridge was presented
a variety of kitchen utensils by
the hostesses, Mrs Adams and
Mrs. Baucum.
Covers were laid for fifteen
persons.

Wednesday, May 23
The ladles day luncheon will
be served at noon at theOalts
Country Club. Make reservations by Tuesday noon by
Harold G.
calling Mrs.
Robertson 753-3319 or Mrs. J.W.
William 753-5255. Golf will be
played starting at nine a.m.

Loss o
her to
By

JOHN ED SCOTT
for MAYOR

State Music_Club.
To Hold Convention
At Nazareth, Ky.

Cool

The Kentucky Federation of
Music Clubs Junior Music Club
Convention will be held at the
King Center, Nazareth, Ky. with
19, starting
May
registration at 8:00 a.m.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Students selected from those
Miss Jana Denise Harrison and Rodney T. Tidwell
receiving superior ratings in the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Harrison of Kirksey announce the engagement of their only daughter,
four district music festivals in
the state held earlier this year Jana Denise, to Rodney T. Tidwell,eldest sonuf Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Ildwell of Mayfield Route Seven.
Miss Harrison, a 1970 graduate of CalloWay County High School attended Freed-Hardeman
will play for criticism by James
!loan of the Music Department College, Henderson, Tennessee and is presnntly a Senior Communications major at Murray State
of the University of Kentucky University. She is a member of Kirksey Church of Christ.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Irbanell White of Murray Route One, formerly of
and George Haddad of the
School fo Music of Ohio State Graves County and the late Mr Fooks White. Her paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.,J.H.
Harrison of Fulton.
University.
Other features of the one day
Her fiance is a 1968 graduate of Calloway County High School. He attended Nashville A and
convention will be a master College, Nashville, Tennessee and is employed by General Tire and Rubber Company of Mayfield.
piano lesson given by Mr. He is a member of Coldwater Church of Christ.
Haddad and a demonstration of
Mr. Tidwell is the grandson of Mrs. Lottie Ritchie of Lynn Grove and the late Mr. Edgar Cooper
harpischord playing given by and of Mrs. Algie Tabers of Coldwater and the late ht. Harold lldwell.
Mr. Bonn.
A garden wedding is planned for late summer with the immediate families attending.
There will be a business
meeting and election of officers
and the convention will conclude with an awards banquet
during which Mrs. Dwight D.
Robinson of Athens, Ohio Vice
President of the Northeastern
District, National Federation of
The Blankenship Circle of the
Music Clubs will speak.
United Methodist Women of the
Junior
hundred
The eight
South Pleasant Grove Church
Music Club members and fifmet on Wednesday, May 2, at
teen senior Music clubs in
seven-thirjy o'clock in the
national
of
a
part
are
Kentucky
evening at the home of Mrs.
organization of over 500,000
Jackie Butterworth.
from whose ranks many of the
Mrs. Joe Prince, Music
The Music Department of the
Mn. Glenda Hill, president,
foremost artists in music and
Department Chairman,
Club
met
Woman's
Murray
Olga
meeting.
Mrs.
opened the
during the business
dance have come.
Freeman gave a very in- l'essday night, May 15, for the presided
David Wehr,Jr. of Richmond,
meeting. Mrs. Howard Bazzell,
teresting review of the book, bet meeting of the club year.
state club president, recently
group was entertained by secretary, read the minutes,
"Fire In The Hills."
-WC:eine&
auditioned in piano
Middle School 7th and Mrs. Charles Simons gave
Murray
the
The secretary, Mrs. Wanda
_ Hall, New York and will be
Mixed Chorus the treasurer's reports. ComGrade
and 8th
presiding at the convention. Kimbro,called the roll and read which is directed by Mrs. mittee reports were given by
Mrs. Paul Kraus, Bardstown, the minutes. lib treasurer's William Porter Lisa Woodruff, Mrs. J.D. Rayburn, program,
treasurer's
state Junior Counselor and Mrs. the minutes. The
a member of the chorus, an- Mrs. Charles Hoke, finance,
Richard Leupold, Lexington, reported was by Mrs. Jackie nounced the songs, and Paul Mrs. Kathryn Elliott, string
program, Mrs. William Porter,
state Festival Chairman are co- Butterworth.
were Clayton was soloist. Mrs. Joe scholarship, and Mrs. Rob Ray,
Ministry
chairmen for the convention. Rural
accompanist.
piano
was
Prince
The puhlir is invited to hear discussed. A date will be anAlso performing on the courtesy. The department voted
meeting
the student perform during the nounced later. The
_ were two in- to give two additional 850
program
day in Gardiner Auditorium and was closed with a prayer.
strumentalists
from Murray scholarships to Murray State
The next regular monthly
O'Connell Hall. Performances
Sarah Sams, music students.
Miss
High School
It was announced that the
are scheduled for 8:30 a.m.- meeting will be held at the home flutist, and First District winner
11:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.-4:30 of Mrs. Wanda Kirnbro on of the KFWC Contest, played Annual Arts and Crafts Festival
Wednesday,June 6, at 7:30p.m.
p.m.
"Hungarian Fantasy." Miss at Land Between the Lakes,
Kip Mason, violist, played three sponsored by the Murray Art
movements from a Vivaldi Guild and the Tennessee Valley
Sonata, accompanied by Chuck Authority, will be held June 2324 from 9:00 a.m. until dusk.
Hussung at the piano.
Mrs. Vernon Shown, program Everyone was urged to attend
chairman for the evening, in- this event.
PISSCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
The last general meeting of
troduced the young musicians.
We Have It—We MU Get It —Or It Can't Se
the Murray Woman's Club will
be Monday, May 21, at 6:00 p.m.
Tickets are $2.50 and reservations should be made with
Mrs. Prince by Friday, May 18.
The Murray Middle School
Chorus will entertain.
A committee was appointed
function will be to make
whose
1111111.1,,,
.1111;m1
recommendations to the
,11111,11111.1
department on projects to be
considered for support. The
members of the committee are
Mrs. Charles Simons, Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritten, Mrs.
Donald Story, and Mrs John
Winter.
The membership voted to
contribute $30 to the "Jaws of
Life" project of the Murray
Woman's Club,
Mrs. Prince expressed her
-SOLACE"
%
appreciation to the officers and
cure sorrow However, we do feel
committee chairmen of the
We do not pretend that we, or any other funeral director, can Services are conducted by unwounds Of bereavement
Music Department who have
that we can help to heal some of the
\
planned
and
is
Siery
ice
Every
their
own
of
families
have
who
derstanding, dedicated professionals
worked with her this year. Mrs.
Respect and caring are our
serve
people
we
the
o/
needs
and
wants
the
to
according
conducted
•
J.D. Rayburn presented a gift to
guidelines
•
Mrs. Prince on behalf of the
department in recognition of the
outstanding leadership she has
provided during her two years
... •
as chairman.
Phone
Kratieth
Chemical
!me,.
Third and Maple Streets
•
The officers for next year will
Tomniy Les Walker Oisviora
753 2411
_—_—liturmty,Kentucky _
be- Mrs. Charles Moffett,
- - •- - Chairman; Mrs. Roger Reich`ServictirWith Reverence, Sincerity, Dignity and Economy'," muth, Vice-Chairman; Mrs.
"Authorized to Service Kentucky Funeral C),rec tor s Burial MM.Policies
John Lyon, Secretary, and Mrs.
e
eeeee
,.
Keith Hays, Treasurer.

Students Present Program At Meeting Of
Music Department, Murray Woman's Club

its

Here's a salad to brighten
up even the dullest meal.
Cream together a three-ounce
package cream cheese with
one-fourth cup mayonnaise
and one-eighth teaspoon salt.
Fold in one cup whipped
cream (one-half cup before
whipping) and 30-ounce can
well-drained canned fruit
cocktail. Pour into freezing
tray and freeze. Cut an
serve on crisp salad greetb.

Monday May 21
Murray
Chapter
of
Secretaries will meet at the
Holiday Inn at noon.
The Murray Woman's Club
will hold its general meeting at
the club house at six p.m.
The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Brooks Moody at one p.m.

SPRING CLEANING SPECIALS
$1795
Any Size
Living Room
And Hall

$1

Any Size
95
Living Room

Dining Room
And Hall
HOW STEAM EXTRACTION WORKS
Jets of steamy hot moisture penetrate to full depth of
fibers. Loosened soil in suspension is lifted up and out of
carpet by simultaneous vacuum action. There are no
brushes to distort pile or scrub dirt deeper. There is no
after effect from over sudsing. Drying time is cut to a
miraculous minimum. Steam cleaning fluffs pile,
restores luster, and adds years of use and good looks to
your carpeting.

* RE-ELECT *

WM. R. FURCHES
CITY COUNCIL
Ward B
Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated
Paid Pol. Ad., paid by W.R. Furches,604 Poplar

CARPET MASTER
Box 354
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Route No. 1, Murray, Ky.
Ph. 489-2504

Wantto see how
Plymouth Satellite
stacks up against
their mid-size cars?

DEAR ABBY:
the world lost a bo
separating from -I
her two precious c
She confided I
and I let her unh
help her. However
of close touch wii
busy to have her c
The last time
get together soon.'
She needed r
knew So many I
were they when
Wrapped up in r
problems.
This has been
to profit in the to
tomorrow might b
been so selfish Ir
children, and tbei
really cared if she

DEAR GUILT
herself may be al
therapy a deeply
whether your friei
not, you might hi
desperately she
"unhappy," she w

DEAR ABBY
man. He wants
the rent. All
keeping. He think
color TV, a water
think of his offer/

ha

DEAR MITZI
and board you'd
housekeeping. If
crowave oven, y4
mention the Bice
doubling up, ask
you—or him.

DEAR ABBY
and now he says
the rings, or am
possession is nin
true?

DEAR NEEE
sion: They won't
tics law. Ring u
about your rings.

To The Vc

New Concor

I

Plymouth Satellite
Sebring-Plus.
Our newest success car.
Here's why:
When we start selling a car in record numbers,
there's gotta be a reason. With Satellite there
is. It's a beautiful car to look at. A beautiful car
to drive. Our Satellite Sebring-Plus is so quiet,
we call it "Super-Quiet." Quiet is built into the doors,
over the wheels, under the hood, even behind the rear
seat. Satellite was built to be seen, but not heard. We
, welcome the opportunity to show you how Satellite
stacks up against other mid-size cars. Beautiful!

111111SI I-R
Plymouth

The J. H.Churchill Funeral Home

In .
-

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753-1372

would I
Pol. Ad paid
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Wedding Vows Read At Bride's Home

Loss of friend causes
her tti-feel guilty
By Abigail__Yert_ Buren
DEAR ABBY: I recently lost a very good friend, and
the world lost a beautiful, sensitive woman of 31 who, after
separating from her husband, did away with herself and
her two precious children.
She confided her unhappiness to me a few years ago,
and I let her unburden herself by the hour. It seemed to
help her. However, in the last few months I had gotten out
of close touch with her because, like so many, I was too
busy to have her over.
The last time we talked on the phone, she said: "Let's
get together soon." Then I put it off until it was too late.
She needed my friendship more desperately than I
knew. So many people attended her funeral. But where
were they when she needed them? And where was I?
Wrapped up in my own little world with my own petty
problems.
This has been a hard-earned lesson from which I hope
to profit in the future. Abby, please tell your readers that
tomorrow might be too late to offer friendly help Had I not
been so selfish I might have saved the lives of two innocent
children, and their mother who must have felt that no one
SAD AND GUILTY
really cared if she lived or died.

LET'S FACE ME FACTS
You are to decide the future of this county for years to come in the
nominating election May 29.
This time YOU HAVE A CHOICE—to stand still, or to go ahead
Standing still is what you have had for years. For examples:
From Sundown Friday to Monday morning you could get sheriff service
for urgent need if you knew what telephone to call, what picnic grounds to
search, or what swimming hole to summon. The week-end hours of
greatest need for protection, the sheriff's office is closed for the week end
off.
Crime is committed for the most part after dark—after the sheriff and
deputies have quit work for the day. When and if you contact the sheriff
he might be there in time to look over the scene of an accident a crime,
provided State Police have not completed the job.

DEAR GUILTY: While listening to a friend unburden
herself may be an act of friendship. it doesn't provide the
therapy a deeply disturbed person requires. You don't say
whether your friend sought psychiatric help. but if she had
not, you might have helped her more by pointing out bow
desperately she needed it. Your friend was more than
-unhappy," she was mentally III. Sad! Yes. Guilty? No,
DEAR ABBY: I just received an offer from a gentleman. He wants me to move into his apartment and pay
halt the rent. All I would have to do would be the housekeeping. He thinks it's a good deal for me because he has a
color TV, a waterbed, and a microwave oven What do you
MITZIE
think of his offer'
DEAR MITZIE: As I see it, in exchange for your bed
and board you'd have to pay half his rent and do all the
housekeeping. If you want a color TV, waterbed, and microwave oven, you'd be ahead to buy them.. He doesn't
mention the sleeping arrangements, but if be plans on
doubling up, ask him if he considers that an incentive for
you—or him.
DEAR ABBY: My husband divorced me last December,
and now he says he wants his rings back. Should I return
the rings, or am I entitled to keep them? I once heard that
possession is nine points of the law Does that still hold
NEEDS TO KNOW
true?
DEAR NEEDS: I made a deal with the legal profession: They won't write advice columns. and I won't practice law. Ring up your lawyer and ask him what to do
about your rings.

To The Voters of ...
New Concord, Clayton Creek, Murray li
(City Hall) and Murray lii
(Old High School).
PLEASE ELECT

GIL G.,0119PSON
MAGISTRATE
DISTRICT 2
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY MAY 29, 1973

I

would

like to be YOUR

Magistrate

Pol. Ad paid for by Gil G. Hopson, Rt. 5, Box 2267
Murray, My

But you have always had parading peacocks for police protection IN
DAYLIGHT HOURS, enjoying coffee breaks, visiting other offices, or
providing a loafing place for smokers. It's protection, "picnic style."
Photo /1 ,, Wilson Woolley

Mr. and Mrs. Lanny Joe Turner
Miss Mares Gail Furches,
daughter of Thurston Furches,
and Lanny Joe Turner, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Turner,
were married on Friday, April
20, at the home of the bride.
Rev. Terry M.Sills officiated
at the candlelight ceremony.
Miss Judy Hughes, pianist,
The
provided the music
selections chosen by the couple
were "Love Is A Many

Splendored Thing," "Close To
You," and the traditional
"Bridal Chorus."
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father who gave
her in marriage. The bride was
lovely in a formal gown of white
irnported silk organza over
bridal taffeta. The Victorian
neckline and bibbed bodice
were accented with bands of
Venise lace as were the cuffs of
full bishop sleeves.
She wore a matching Mantilla
completely framed with the
same Verna lace and attached to
a Camelot, designed especially
for her gown. She carried a
nosegay of white sweetheart
roses, baby's breath and yellow
straw flowers. Accenting the
boucle were yellow streamers
tied in love knots.
Mrs. Donald Lovett of Murray
NM-I1C%,

We Challenge
You To
Compare
Our Famous Seafood Dinners
Seafood Platter

2.95

Fried Shrimp

2.75

Boiled Shrimp
Fried Oysters

2.75

Scallops

2.95

CHILDREN UNDER 6 EAT PERCH or CATFISH FREE
CHILDREN 6-11 EAT PERCH or CATFISH 65'
Special Children Prices on Other Items

Taptaitt's Witriirtt
— -0pen-4 p.m. Tues.-Sat
12 Noon Sunday

Highway 641 North
Murray, Ky.

!NANA..

A

served as matron of honor and honoree with a buffet skillet.
the only attendant for the bride. Corsages were of yellow
She was attired in an identical daisies. Approximately twentyfloor length gown of spring five persons were present or
yellow chiffon over silk taffeta. sent gifts.
The empire bodice was
Nine persons were present for
designed with a Victorian a luncheon hosted by Mrs.
neckline and full sheer sleeves Donald Lovett, Miss Judy
fashioned with matching Valise Kelso, and Mrs. Michael
hostesses
The
Shelton.
lace.
She carried a mint green presented the bride-elect with a
parasol shaped basket filled toaster as a gift. 'The honoree
with yellow daisies and had a yellow orchid corsage
while Mrs. 'Thurston Furches
greenery.
Larry Turner of Murray and Mrs Clyde Turner had
served as best man for his corsages of yellow daisies.
The Young Won-leers Sunday
brother.
The wedding rings were School Class of the Sinking
carried on a white skin pillow Spring Baptist Church held a
by Master "Tripp" Furches, personal shower. Attending
were clan members, the honobrother of the bride.
At the doorway entrance a ree, Mrs. Thurston Furchse
round register table was and Mrs. Clyde Turner A white
covered with an ivory satin carnation corsage was worn by
corated with a the bride-elect.
cloth and
pewter bud vase holding
a. yellow rose. Guests were
asked to sign the register by
Mrs. Michael Shelton
Mrs. Furches, stepmother of
the bride, chose to wear an aqua
floor length sheath dress of
polyester knit featuring a
portrait neckline and dolman
Another delightful courtesy
sleeves. She wore accessories of
matching hue and a corsage of a extended to Miss Vickie Workman, bride-elect of James
cyrnbiclium or chid.
The groom's mother, Mrs. Holland, was the bridal shower
Turner, wore a floor length held on Friday evening, May 11,
gown of pastel pink chiffon over at the Community Room of the
silk taffeta featuring a high Murray Federal Savings and
neckline and long sheer sleeves. Loan Association.
The empire bodice was acThe gracious hostesses for the
cented with a flowered cutwork occasion were Mrs. David
trim. She also wore matching Braden, Mrs. Betty Jones, and
pink accessories and a cym- Mrs. Prentice Holland.
bidium orchid.
Games were played with Mrs.
The grandmothers, Mrs.
Cleo
Colson, Mrs. Robert Lee,
Stella Furches, Mrs. Pearl
and Mrs. Genora Holland being
Kelso, and Mrs. Myrtle Morton,
recipients of the prizes who
all wore corsages of yellow the
presented them to the honoree.
sweetheart roses.
For the event the honoree
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Turner, those to wear a printed dress
parents of the groom. en- from her trousseau. She opened
ter tained with a rehearsal her many lovely gifts for the
dinner at the Holida) Inn on guests to view.
April 19.
Refreshments of cake, coffee,
The centerpiece was an
,cokes. nuts, and mints were
arrangement of yellow and served buffet style from the
white daisies and greener/.
beautifully appointed table
Covers were laid for fifteen
covered with a wedding cloth
persons.
an
with
and
centered
The bridal couple presented
mixed
fresh
of
arrangement
gifts to their attendants
flowers,
Prenntpial Events
Twenty guests were present
were
courtesies
Several
extended to the bride prior to for the iwenutpial event.
her wedding.
Mrs. Darwin Weatherford
was hostess for a breakfast held
at the Perkins Pancake House.
The bride-eled received a .gift,
a brown wicker basket filled
with a dried arrangement.
Seven persons attended included Mrs. Thurston Furches
and Mrs. Clyde Turner
A miscellaneous shower was
given by -Mrs. Donald. Lovett, Mrs. J. B. BAIA wen . .
I
Mrs. Michael Shelton, Mrs. Stan
45••• 711.3•t1117
753-411141
Turner.
Larry
Key, and Mrs.
the
The hostesses presented

Vickie Workman Is
Complimented With
Bridal Shower

I
..

:.:.
domeito•

Sheriffs do get busy (in daylight when some over-worked, sun-stroked
victim seeks snakes in a Crossland corn field. Deputies rush notices to
lock doors, nail down windows, stay home "cause there's big Crossland
snake on the prowl." Terror grips our people because of lack of apparent
intelligent procedure on the part of proper officials.
The whole east side of Calloway County was recently stricken in mass
terror because of an alleged killer on the prowl, but the sheriff's department was helpless to face the fact fearlessly. As a result two more deaths
occurred because something was sadly lacking in the sheriff's department—in daylight, too!.
Your great grandfather with mud roads and horses and buggies had
far more police protection than you have today and great grandpa
sheriff had about as many deputies as we have now.
Today's police protection is no old man's job, racing cross-country at
100 mph pursuing law violators. Today's needs call for the best in the
strongest of us. Drug peddlers, robbers, burglars, holdup men,rapists,
whiskey runners ply their traffic at night and that's when a large force
should be out there.
A lot of candidates have nibbled at my platform, but they seem to like
the old way better: lots of fun, badges, uniforms, pretty hats. None has
the willingness to adopt proved ways to protect people, but are willing to
share in an old pie of selfplenty and shorter hours.
I have said I was willing to forego my own salary for one whole year; if
necessary, to help my neighbors solve our crime problems. Is one vote
from you too much to ask for sheriff protection around the clock, 24 hours
a day, seven days a week, by a sheriff's office always open?
My good friends running against me have nothing more to offer than
what's been dished out for many years. Good boys, but worn out ideas for
running a sheriff's office.
I have one overall purpose in this campaign: To give Calloway County
the maximum protection, day and night, backed by-an u unquestionable
12 man deputy force willing to serve part time for the sake of guaranteeing their and other familielabsolute protection. I AM NOT LOOKING
FOR A JOB—I'm looking (or an opportunity to put a halt on wrongdoing
and establish a sheriff department competent to face any and all
emergencies.

IT CAN BE DONE
by a
DETERMINED PEOPLE
It Is The Duty of Us To Face
The Future With Courage
It Can Be Done With

ALEXANDER your SHERIFF
Pol. Ad Paid for by T.G.Alexander, R-t. 2, Murray
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Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
God's Grace Sustains Us
Grace is the spontaneous love
and the boundless mercy of God
flowing freely toward those who
are undeserving. Not until we
arrive in heaven shall we appreciate fully all that grace has
done for us. But until then we
can and should praise God for
His amazing grace. It is wonderful to know that through
grace our Lord has done for us
so much that we never could
have done for ourselves.
God's grace is both saving
and sustaining in its natuee,
God's grace sustains H's
children in life's temptations ft.3
they come directly or indirectly
from Satan. God's grace is also

adequate tn._ austain in. life's
troubles, whether they are the
ones that we bring on ourselves
or that others bring on us. The
supply of His sustaining grace
has exact correspondence with
the need; never too much, and
never too little.
Isaiah 40:2541
Isaiah 40 is a tonic for
and
spiritual depression
discouragement. It was ad=
dressed originally to/ a
dependent group of itivrish
exiles. War had driven the
Israelites from their homes and
made them slaves in a foreign
land. Hemmed in by the
ruthless Babylonians and
deprived of their cherished

liberties, their courage and
hope dwindled almost to the
vanishing point. As they thought
of their circumstances, any
hope of deliverance seemed to
be only an idle dream. Broken
in faith and courage, these
discouraged exiles did not have
any desire to continue
struggling.
At this juncture God sent
saiah to them with a message
which was designed to arouse
the indifferent, to confirm the
faith of the wavering, to convince the despairing that God
had not forgotten them, and to
encourage them with the
assurance of their approaching
release frouLtheir bondage and
restoration' to their beloved
homeland. God reassured them
of His grace and love, and
acknowledged that they were
still His people and He was still
their God.
Isaiah dwelt upon the incomparable greatness,
majesty, and power of God, the
creator, preserver and controller of the whole universe. He
tried to get them to put their
Implicit trust in the omniscient
and omnipotent God, Who
created, owned, and governed

Kn ck Out Both_
Broadleaves and Grasses
in Soybeans This Year.
PRE PLANT

TREFLAN'
No one soybean herbicide controls
all broadleaves and grasses. But,
here is an excellent one-tWo punch:
preplant TREFLAN, then follow up
with a preemergence treatment of
Du Pont LOROX linuron weed killer.
TREFLAN gives you an early jun%)
on: grasses and helps to control
some broadleaves. Then LOROX
With any chemical, follow labeling Instructions
and warnings carefully.

gets those broadleaves and helps
control the grasses too!
See us today for your supply of
LOROX and information on knocking out those annual weed and
grass problems with LOROX and
TREFLAN.

•Tradomark of Elanco Products Company

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
W. Railroad Ave. — Murray

IA/ Y4lb 100% ground beef
lit Crisp leaf lettuce

%ir Freshly sliced tomato
'..Fresh onion for extra flavor

NW New. special IMPERIAL

phone 753-1133

the universe. Its very existence
was positive proof of the
goodness, graciousness, and
greatness of the transcendent
God. Isaiah reminded the
Israelites that God was above
the circle of the earth and the
vault of the sky, seeing to it that
both the heavenly bodies and
hunpian beings perform their
separate functions according to
His will.
Let us, His children, boldly,
fearlessly, and faithfully
proclaim to all the greatness,
wisdom, power, majesty,
holiness, and grace of God our
Father, the creator and
preserver of the universe, and
the sustainer of those who love
and serve Him, when they are
subjected to life's temptations,
troubles, and trials.
Philippians 4:10l3
While in prison in Rome, Paul
wrote this letter to the Philippians and expressed his genuine
appreciation of their wonderful
In Christian stewardship. Repeatedly they had
contributed voluntarily and
cheerfully to the Lord's work in
which he was engaged, not only
when he was in their midst but
also when he was ministering
elsewhere. Paul certainly
rejoiced in their spiritual state
which prompted them to
remember him and his needs.
Paul made it clear that he
was perfectly willing to abide
within the limits which God had
been pleased to impose on him.
He was master of circumstances because of an inward sufficiency and a firm
conviction that God's will is
always best. Christian contentment, the secret of which
Paul knew so well, is the
cheerful acquiescence of the
soul in the will of God in all
conditions and under all circumstances. If you would learn
the secret of contentment, be
sure that you make much of
life's blessings and trust implicitly in Christ. Like Paul,
learn to adjust to whatever life
brings, whether it be abundance
or poverty, fullness or hunter.
God's sustaining grace will
enable you to do this.
In effect the Apostle was
saying, "Whatever my con-

dition or circumstance, I am in
control, I am master of the
situation, I am at liberty, I sin
not dependent on what is
happending to me, but I am
victorious in spite of my circumstances." Paul knew how to
be abased, how to be hungry,
and how to suffer need without
being worried or holding a
grudge. He refused to complain
or to be embittered. May God
through His infinite grace
enable us to learn this great and
important lesson which Paul
learned so well. Whatever God
wills or permits is of necessity
for the good of His children.
Having tried Christ under all
conditions and circumstances,
and having found Him equal to
every emergency, Paul could
and did boldly say,"I can do all
things through Christ who
strengtheneth me," or "who
continues to pour his power into
me." Just as long as Christ kept
on pouring power into Paul he
had adequate strength for every
need. Then, now, and always
Christ is the source of all power
for victorious living and acceptable service. The same
divine power, which the Apostle
received and used so effectively, is available to us
today. When our duties are
extraordinary, we can always
rely upon Him for extraordinary supplies of grace
and strength. He will walk with
us in blessed companionship,
completely satisfying the
longings of our souls, and
helping us in every time of need.
Through Christ we can be ready
for anything that comes. Due to
the amplitude of God's
sustaining grace none of our
real needs will go unsupplied.
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MRS. SLEDD HONORED—Mrs. Fay Sledd irighti leans forward to get a closer look at the inscription on a wrist watch presented to her during an open house in her honor at Murray State
University. Showing the gift to T. Sledd, her husband, is Mrs. Norman 0. Lane, Who works in the
personnel services office with Mrs. Sledd. Mrs. Sledd, who has been employed by Murray State since
1927, will retire June 30.
(Photo by Wilson Woolle).
RUSSIAN EXPLORERS
Tass, the Soviet news agency, says that more than 700
Soviet scientists and specialists are carrying out wideranging exploration of the
vast antarctic territory of
MacRobertson Land and
Princess Elizabeth Land, obtauung new data on all aspects of geological formations
in the area.

Respectfully Requests
Your Vote

Murray City
Council — Ward A
No. 3 On The Ballot
Political ad paid for by Philip
Tthbs, 817 N. 20th

BEST OF THE

EATLES

Hospital Report
May 15, 1973
ADULTS 63
NURSERY 2
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. John 0. Bryan and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Eddyville.
DISMISSALS
Melvin Harce Young, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Mary Margaret
Scott, Fox Meadows Trl. Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Frankie Hortense
Rhodes, Rt. 4, Murray, Monty
Alan Mohler, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Rhonda Ann Kavanauch,
Box 803, Murray, Thadius Ilton
Imes, 201 S. 15th St., Murray,
Rt. 6,
}erry Don Carroll,
Murray, Mrs. Irene Helen
Bray, P.O. Box, 373, Murray,
Charles James Beane, Rt. 6,
Box 334A, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia K. Anderson and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3, Murray, Herbert
John Brinn, 809 Waldrop Dr.,
Murray, Redd Finis Rushing,
409 Briggs St., Russellville,
James lirkland Green, Rt. 1,
Paris, Tenn., Albert Perry
Farris, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Mable A. Edwards, Hazel, Mrs.
Gertie Edwards, Rt. 5, Box 185,
Benton, Mrs. Eva Thompson
Curd, Rt. 1, Hazel, Aaron
Everett
209
Chapman,
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Vennie Lenora Bishop, New
Concord.
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60 full length stereo songs
in each set, recorded and
sung by the Beatles themselves

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
4 stereo record set
4 stereo 8-track tapes

$12.95
$12.95

If I Fell
Can't Buy Me Love
A Hard Day's Night
The Long And Winding Road
Get Back
Bangladesh
Let It Be
Revolution •1
Hey Jude
She Loves You
Michelle
Paperback Writer
Lady Madonna
Ballad 01 John And Yoko
Eight Days A Week
I Want To Hold Your Hand
I Saw Her Standing There
It Won't Be Long
All I've Got To Do
All My Loving
Here Comes The Sun
Strawberry Fields Forever
Penny Lane
Maybe I'm Amazed (McCartney)
Imagine (Lennon)
Yellow Submarine
Tell Me Why
I Should Have Kneen Better
I'm Happy Just To Dance With You
And I Love Her
I Feel Fine
She's A Woman
I'm A Loser
Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds
I'll Follow The Sun
Honey Don't
I'll Be Back
Baby's In Black
Everybody's Trying To Be My Baby
Mr Moonlight .
Help
You've Got To Hide Your Love Away
Ticket To Ride
Day Tripper
Eleanor Right(
Nowhere Man
With A Little Help From My Friends
Obladi Oblada
We Can Work It Out
Yesterday
You Can't Do That
Something
Hello Goodbye
Come Together Baby You're A Rich Man
Act Naturally
Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band
Roll Over Beethoven
Do You Want To Know A Secret
Uncle Albert

MACE
YOUR OLD
MAN.
WITH ACE
PONCRUBBER

sauce

4 stereo record set
4 stereo 8-track tapes
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$12.95
$12.95

Tax Man
She Said She Said
All Together Now
Pepper Land
Crippled Inside
Oh Yoko
I'm Looking Through SOU
Back In The U.S SR
No Reply
Rock SI Roll Music
Too Many People
Heart Of The Country
Back 01 My Car
Magical Mx,stery Tour
The Fool On The Hill
Kansas City
Tell Me What You Sore
I Don't Want To Spoil The Party
Bwthday
Goodnight
Why Don't We Do 11 In The Road
Across The Universe
Oh I Have Got Another Girt
All Things Must Pass
Apple Scruffs
Baby It's You
A Taste 01 Honey
She Came In Through The Bathroom Window
r
Maxwells Silver Hammer
Golden Slumber
Mahn Mr Mustard
Love Me Do
Twist And Shout
Please Pleat%) Me
7 Dizzy Miss Lizzie
Rocky Raccoon
Helter Skelter
You Never Give Mg Yoar Money
I've Just Seen A Face
Norwegian Wood
You Won'llSge Me
The Lovely Linda
Drive My Car
Doctor Robert
What Goes On
My Sweet Lord
Maggie Mae
Two Of Us
I've Got A Feeling
I Dig A Pony
All You Need Is Love
I Am A Walrus
Being For The Benefit 01 Mr Kite
Lovely Rita
When I'm 64
A Day In The Life
Gelling Better
ipu've Got To Hide Your Love Away
Good Day Sunshine
PS I Love You

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
You can order by cutting out the coupon below and
mailing it to:

RECORD PROMOTIONS INC., P.O. BOX 170, GARDENA, CALIF. 90247
RECORD PROMOTIONS INC.
P.O. BOX 170
GARDENA, CALIF. 90247

MODEL GSD461N
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
• Power Scrub" Normal Wash
Short Wash and Rinse II Hold
• moomatic Detergent• Flints
Gin Dispensers

23995

Plus small installation charge

CIRCLE YOUR CHOICE
SET II:

4/ record set
$12.95
4/ record set
$12.95

4/81 Tapes •
$12.95
4/81 Tapes
$12.95
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Friday Highlights

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Late-night talk show host Johnny Carson was joking on television about the American way
of death m general and Nashville's high-rise mausoleum in
particular.
An official of Woodlawn Memorial Park, the proprietors of
ithe mausoleum, jokingly offered to process the NBC star
through his mortuary's crematorium.
The exchange began last
month when Carson, quoting
from an Associated Press story
about Woodlawn's new 20-story
mausoleum, included several
David Steinberg is a private eye,and Meg Foster one of his suspects hi the murder mystery,"Night
wisecracks about death and
to Terror," coming to ABC Wide World Of Entertainment, Wednesday,May 23 at 10:30 p.m. on
Train
morticians in his nightly monothe ABC television network.
log.
********************************A.
That led to a full-page adver*
tisement in Nashville's morning
newspaper, the Tennessean, In
which the Woodlawn proprie- 9:00 a.m. —Moyle channel 8
film, "Run Wild, Run Free,"
CINEMAS
tors chided Carson for his attistars John Mills, Sylvia
"Houseboat" Gary Grant,
new...Move
tude.
Syms, Bernard Miles and
Sophia Loren, Martha Myer,
"Death Is No Joking MatMark Lester. "Hunter,"
Harry Guardino, Paul
ter," the ad declared.
starring .Icihn Vernon and
Peterson, Mimi Gibson.
"I didn't mean anything disSteve Inhat, with Sabrina
Italian symphony con"Carson replied
respectful
Scharf, Fritz Weaver and
ductor's daughter, conto the ad on his show WednesEdward Binns. A fatal
cealing her identity, becomes
day night. "You know they
racetrack smashup in which
widower's family maid.
(morticians) are going to have
a government agent is badly
Through her, three children
the last laugh anyway."
hurt uncovers a fantastic
come to understand and love
*
Carson repeated his joke
enemy scheme to brainwash
their father.
SAT. /
'
* SAT.
iabout space in the high-rise 1:30 p.m. —Movie: channel n
the agent for an unkown
mausoleum being more expurpose.
rt
"Young Fury" Same as
* SUN.
pensive the closer you get to
*
Thursday 10-00 p.m.
1'•00 i
I up there "
Free Bag of Popcorn with This Ad.
3:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 4 8:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 29 :'1:00
"Strategic Air Command"
"The Young People" Shirley
1t*****************
)
James Stewart - Ball player,
Jack
Temple,
Oakie,
Thkoaiwied
duty,
to
recalled
becomes
Show
Charlotte Greenwood
*********************************1
HOLLYWOOD .112 PI
commander of SAC Plane.
business family leaves the
iko Mayam, who co-starred
Neglected
injury
shoulder
Great
White
and
Way
heads
ith Bunt Reynolds in "ImCENTRAL
drums him out of Air Force
for a farm in New England.
passe," •hi, been signed by
and
active baseball career.
Difficulties they have before
director Herir Levin for a key
CENTER
role in Universal's "Thunthey are accepted by the 10:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 29
derbolt."Calling
Doctor
Death"
Lon
community.
753-0881
Chaney, Jr. Doctor's unfaithful wife is found mur4:00 p.m. —Movie channel 4
;Pickens gets major role .
dered. Her lover is convicted
HOLLYWOOD: 111.4P11—
"Stranger On The Run"
!Slim Pickens will pray a major
but the real murderer is
Henry Fonda, Michael
.role in Winner Brothers new
found in time.
DOUBLE ACTION FEATURE
Anne
Parks,
Baxter,
Dan
comedy w.stern "Black Bart"
Duryea, Sal Mineo. Banner, 12:01 MID —Movie: channel 3
istarring Cleavon Little in the
"Apache Drums" Stephen
New Mexico, 1885: Peach
title role.
McNalley, Coleen Gray,
Officer disregards the
Willard Parker, Arthur
question of guilt and turns
Shields, Gambler run out of
chase for murder suspect
4
.5. Industry , uses 940
Spanish Boot by jealous
into a cruel game.
I 'zillions of y.ater per day for
mayor returns to aid
"very magi...omen and child in 7:30 p.m. —Movie: channels 5.8
townspeople in raid by
expanded version, consisting
the coundry.
Mescalero Apaches.
of a double feature. The first

"And you know," he said, "1
was right."
Woodlawn president H. Raymond Ligon, said after Carson's Wednesday night show
that death is still no laughing
matter.
"He's just like 95 per cent of
the people — they joke about
death because they don't know
anything about it," he said.
Carson had suggested, in a
more serious vein, that cremation might be the answer to
space problem rather than the
high-rise mausoleum.
"Jokingly," Ligon replied,
"we have a crematorium, and
we can send his ashes back to
NBC."
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Carson Jokes About
Nashville Mausoleum
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IN FOCUS—David Hemmings portrays a successful Loudon fashion photographer who accidentally becomes involved in a bizarre murder, in "Blow-lip," to be seen for the first time on
television on -The CBS Thursday Night Movies" Thursday, May 24 48:00-10:00 p.m., CDT) in color on
the CBS Television Network.
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Saturday, May 19

Saturday, May 19
12:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29.
The Glats Wall"—Vittorio
European
—
Gassman
refugee, in New York as
stowaway, is about to be
, deported when he escapes to
get aid from a musician he
once hid from the Nazis.
1:00 p.m.--Movie: Channel 8
"Here Come The Nelson's" —
Ozzie di Harriet Nelson, Dave
& Ricky Nelson, Rock Hudson, Jim Backus, Sheldon
1..eonard, Barbara Lawrence.
David and Ricky become
involved with gangsters
when Ozzie tries to gain extra
publicity for an account
handled liy his advertising
agency. Riotous finish his
Ozzie stretching elastic
girdles across the road as he
tires to stop gangster's car.
Followed by: Movie: "Curse

Sunro••
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BY ITSELF

Farmington, Route 1, Box 140

See us today for LOROX
weed killer

- the versatile

•'trademark of Elanco Products Company

With any 'chemical. follow labeling tnstruclions and
werrungs carefully.
'Trademark Of Monsanto Company

KENTUCKY
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7
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W. Railroad Ave. — Murray
Phone 7511933

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO., Inc.

r

1) By itself, LOROX outperformS other
herbicides in soils of 1% to 4% organic
matter.
2) Mix LOROX with LASSO* and its the
best combination for fields that vary in
soil type
3) Follow LOROX after TREFLAN7* preplant and knock out serioue grass
problems and tough broadleaves
4) Plant no-tillage soybeans arid give
them a weed-free start with LOROX
Try the versatile weed killer. Try .LOROX
linuron weed killer.

SOLVES MANY WEED PROBLEMS
IN SOYBEANS

LOROX

IN COMBINATIONS

or Write

Phone 382-2299

Commercial Painting
*Rusty Roofs A Specialty*

Or any kind of

t

mart, Richard Long, Alan
Marshal. Wealthy man gives
"haunted house" party,
offering $10,000 each to
guests if they survive night.
by
Movie:
Followed
"Premature Burial" No
other information available.
10:45 p.m.—Movie: Channel 6
"D-Dey,the Sixth of June" —
Robert Taylor, Richard
Todd, Dana Wynter, Edmond
O'Brien, Robert Gist,
Richard Stapley. British Lt.
Col. and U.S. Captain stand
together as their assault
craft moves swiftly to the
Normandy beach. It is DDay, each man remembers a
girl, the same girl, that each
adored.
Ouutnel 29
thee
"Charlie Chan at the
Olympics" 1937 — Sidney
Toler—Detective Chan
solves a murder that almost
disrupts the Olympics.
12:15 am.—Movie: Channel 4
"'Me Long Ships" — Richard
Widmark, Sidney Poitier,
Russ Tamblyn, Rosanna
Shiaffino. While searching
for the golden bell of St.
James cast froth gold looted
from Saracens by Crusaders,
Viking adventurer finds love
and is captured by a Moorish
sheik

Barns Painted
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Tyan, Aldo Ray—Greedy
him.
Georgia farmer believing
7:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 8
gold is buried on his farm
on
"The Greatest Show
makes two of his sons aid him
Heston,
Charlton
—
Earth"
of the Werewolf" — Clifford
in digging for it in all but one
James
Hutton,
Betty
Evans, Oliver Reed, Yvonne
plot of ground.
small
Wilde,
Cornel
Stewart,
Romain. His beast-blood
9:00 p-m.;--.Niss USA Beauty
Dorothy
Grahame,
Gloria
demanded he ifill...comPageant." Channels 5, 12.
Lamour, Emmett Kelly.
pelled by the hideous curse of
Fifty-one of the most
girl,
his
and
manager
Circus
his evil birth to destory—
beautiful girls in the country,
an aerialist, in compeition
even those who loved him.
representing every state and
a
with
ring
center
the
for
2:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 29
the District of Columbia, will
French star. Lives and loves
-The Last Safari" — Stewart
compete for the coveted title
Exof circus performers.
Granger—Conflicts arise
of Miss USA 1973. Singer
affectionate
and
travagant
between disillusioned white
and
O'Connell
Helen
the
of
traditions
the
to
tribute
hunter, plagued by guilt over
Bob
personality
television
big top.
the death of a close friend,
Barker will serve as hostess
Channels 4,
ovie:
p.m.--M
8:00
and a wealthy American
and master of ceremonies.
6. "Love is a Ball," starring
play-boy as they set out after
p.m.—Movie: Channel 3
10:30
and
Lange
Glenn Ford, Hope
the killer elephant respon"Shock Treatment"—Stuart
who
man
A
Boyer.
Charles
sible for the death of the
Whitman, Carol Lynley,
arranges marriages between
hunter's friend.
McDowell, Lauren
Roddy
a
up
sets
wealthy people
2:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 12
Becall, Olive Deering. Man is
a
for
fall
to
woman
young
"The Second Woman" —
hired to have himself compoor Grana uuxe, but =cRobert Young, Betsy Drake,
mitted to an asylum to inthe
ups change the tables and
John Sutton. Young architect
vestigate an inmate, a
partners.
blames himself for fiancee's
confessed murderer, who
29.
Channel
p.m.—Movie:
accidental death and her 8:00
claims to have burned a
"God's Little Acre"—Tolbert
father continues to torment
million dollars he stole. His
job becomes more difficult
woman
a
because
psychiatrist wants the fortune for herself and subjects
a
him to extensive shock
WDXR
KFVS
WSIX
WPSD
WLAC
treatments.,
Ch. 29
Ch. 12
Ch. 8
Ch. 6
Ch. 5
10:45 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
Paducah
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Paducah
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We've got a
great future
ahead. And
we know PCA
can help us
reach our
goal.

Phone 436-2403
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Interior -exterior Painting
Window cleaning-Wall washing
Lawn Care

Repair Service

Home & Office
Maintenance

Boyd IL Woodward
Maintenance, Inc.

Charlie Walker

FRIPAY—MAY 18, 1973
Faron Young.
Campbell,
Archie
and Chet Atkins.
According to Charlie, the golf
course is one of the best places
in the world he's found for self
examination. Recently, he and
his cohorts were wondering
aloud while playing about what
fans really thought of them after
they had performed.
"It reminded me of a story I
once heard about one boy,"
Charlie laughed. The young
singer had the nerve to ask the
magic question to a fellow who
would not lie, but was also slow
to say anything bad about
anyone.
"You whistle read good," the
man said after a long pause.
Lucid'', Charlie's fans have
more inspiririg comments about
his performances.

Sunday Hiahliahts
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Field Offit.e Manager
Keys F. Keel
Tommy Murphey.. . . Field Representative
Secretary
Anita McCallon .

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STREET

MURRAY OFFICE

RCA Ithe go ahead people

even getting some air play from
rock stations.
"I think music is moving
closer together," Charlie
explained recently. "Any record
that has a good accented beat
and that is showing signs of
popularity will get some play on
pop stations and middle of the
road stations." Charlie is
scheduled 4, have a new album
out in May.
"I think country music is
going to be bigger than it's ever
been," he continued. Charlie
mentioned the fact that WHNRadio is New York City's first
all-country station.
"This is probably the biggest
thing that has happened to our
business In many years, he said
New York was the only major
city in the United States without
an all-country outlet.
"A lot of broadcast people
watch what happens in New
York because it kinds of sets a
trend for the rest of the country.
If country music goes in there,
which I believe it will, I think a
lot of the so-called sophisticates
who have looked down their
noses at country music for so
long will change their mind."
"All it takes to convince those
people is if it makes theme lot of
money," Walker contends.
"When the advertising agencies
there see the money coming in,
they'll begin to like it."
Charlie Walker, one of the
field's veterans, may typify the
type of singer non-country fans
associate with the music form.
He is a former cotton picker who
excites them in the Big City by
singing honky-tonk ballads.
There's another side of the
singer. Walker is one of Music
City's best golfers and averages
playing in almost one procelebrity tourney a month. He
gets a lot of practice between
show dates with the likes of
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"DAN AUGUST" — Burt Reynolds (top left) stars as the incomventional young homicide detective Dan August, with Norman Fell (top right Richard Anderson (bottom left Ens
Hartmann and Ned Romero, in "Dan August," the action-filled
series to be presented Wednesdays (7:00-8:00 p.m. CDT) on the
CBS Television Newtork, beginning May 23.

farmer. By age 10, young
.DARRELL ROWLETT
By
Walker was the frequent visitor
Charlie Walker made an appearance on the Grand Ole Opry of a railroad family nearby that
In 1967 when his tingle "Don't owned a phonograph and a stack
Squeeze My Shannon" was of Jimmie Rodgers records.
As a young man, he took
topping the charts. To his
iwpriae, the Opry's former singing jobs around Dallas until
manager, Ott Devine, asked moving to San Antonio, where
Walker after the show if he had he married and was forced to
a
find
more dependable
ever though of
occupation. Without the benefit
joining the
of any formal training in
show ass reguannouncing, he became a
lar.
popular disc jockey.
"For about
In 1964, Ernest Tubb brought
years,"
20
Charlie to Nashville and found
Charlie anhim his first major recording
swered.
contract. "Tell Her Lies And
Devine went
Feed Her Candy" and "Pick Me
on to explain
Up On Your Way Down" were
that he felt the
his first country hits. The latter,
singerwas"ow
recorded in 1953, has sales
It.wl°43
kind of people."
Indeed, Charlie canies the nearing a million.
Walker's current hit is "Soft
classic success story that many
of the field's top entertainers Lips And Hard Liquor," which
Forty-eix years ago, has jiist broken into the country
Charlie became the first son of a charts at press time and is
poor Nevada, Texas cotton climbing. The RCA recording is

Texas Cotton Picker Charlie Walker
Praises Country Move In Big City

Inside Country Music—
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Thursday, May 24

4:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 4
"The Golden Mask" Van
Heflin, Wanda Hendrix, Eric
Archeologist,
Portman
daughter and newsman, seek
fabulous golden mask of
Moloch, despite threats of
Arabs, and encounter untold
dangers.
8:00 p.m. —Movie: channels
5,12 "Blow-Up," starring
Hemmings and
David
Vanessa Redgrave. The
engrossing story of a
photographer who thinks he
is an accidental witness to a
murder Sarah Mlles and
/featured
Verushka an
(1967)
8:10 p.m. --111:'channel no
"September Affair" -Joan
Fontaine - Man and woman
believed to have perished in
plane crash could have love
they desire-if they dared.
19:0 p.m. —Movie: channel 29
"Young Fury" - Rory
Clahoun - A gunslinger and
by
renegade, pursued
outlaws, returns to his home
to die and finds his son is the
leader of a gang of young
hellions who terrorize the
townspeople

9:00 a.m. —Movie: channel 8
"Rapture" Melvyn Douglas,
Dean Stockwell, Patricia
Cozzi. Through the aid of the
fugitive, a young girl
discovers she is not mad, but
rather neglected and lonely.
She finds love and tragedy
almost simultaneously.
1:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 29
"Hell Raiders" Same as
Wednesday 10:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 3
Carmen Jones" Harry
Belafonte, Dorothy Dohdridge, Panl Bailey, Olga
James. Passions flare between an army guard at a
parachute plant and one of
his co-workers in this modern
Itay version of Bizet's
*Carmen".
p.m. —Movie: channel 4
3: Thr
ee Faces West" John
Wayne,Sigrid Gurie, Charles
Coburn. Viennese doctor, a
refugee, and daughter, join
Dakota farmers in trek from
dust bowl to Oregon.

Thursday, May 24

Thursday
fighlights
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10:00—Movie: channel 29 Hell
Raiders" - John Agar Demolition squad in Italy
during WW II are ordered to
return to a former American
headquarters building and
blow it up in order that the
valuable records in the
basement do not fall into the
German's Hands

8:88 p.m. —Movie: channel n
"Town Tamer" Dam An- •
drews - After his wife is killed
by a bullet meant for him, a
Kansas lawman roams the
.west, "taming" lawless
towns and always searching
for the man who killed his
wife..

"Terror Times Two,"
starring Rock Hudson in a
dual role — as Commissioner
McMillan and his lookalike—and Susan Saint
James as Sally McMillan.
Andrew Duggan portrays an
under-world figure whose
empire is threatened when a
witness agrees to testify
against him.
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8
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7:30 p.m. —Moyle: channels 4,6

an object from outer space
starts a dramatic three
nation life and death
struggle. To control the
space object is to rule the
world.
7:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 4
"The War Wagon" John
Wayne, Kirk Douglas,
Keel, Robert
Howard
Walker, Keenan Wynn,
Bruce Cabot. Obsessive
desire of a rancher to bring
down the powerful man who
robbed him of his name and
his land sends him and four
a
along
confederates
desperate, headlong course
from which there is no turning back.
7:30 p.m. —Movie: channels 3,8
"Spiral Staircase" Stars in
this chilling drama are
Dorothy McGuire, George
Brent and Ethel Barryrnore.
killer
psychopatic
A
terrorizes a New England
town. Featured are Rhonda
Flemming, Kent Smith, Elsa
Lanchester, others.

Highlights

Wednesday, May 23

1:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 29
.Just Ulm a Woman- Same
as Tuesday 10:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 3
"Steel Town" Ann Sheridan,
John Lund, Howard Duff,
James Best. Spoiled nephew,
learning steel business to
take over plant, is hated by
fellow workers Proves
hitnself hero when he saves
old man's life.
3:31 p.m. —Movie: channel 4
Tarzan's Secret
Treasure" Johhny
Weissmuller, Mureen
O'ullivan. Tartan becomes
inyolved with an expedition
in search of treasure.
4:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 4
"The Bamboo Saucer" Dan
DUryea, John Erickson, Lois
Nettleton. A red chinese
peasant's crude drawing of

9:00 a.m. —Movie: channel 8
"Casanova's Big Night" Bob
Hope, Joan Fontaine, Basil
Rathbone, John Carradine,
Raymond Burr. Exploits of a
meek tailor's apprentice who
masquerades as Casanova.
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FOR SATURDAY,MAY 19, 1973
who are really well disposed
Look in the section in which
you.
toward
your birthday comes and find
CAPRICORN
what your outlook is, according
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
to the stars.
As with many others, you will
get into difficulty if you speak or
ARIES
act in haste now. Stick to high
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
principles, but avoid dimension,
Compare possibilities. Which
antagonism.
offer more in the way of adAQUARIUS
vancement? Advertise your
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
wares and talents so that you
Note early that this will be
will have plural bidders for
one of those "give and take"
them.
days, with emphasis on the
TAURUS
giving. The artistic, the extra
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
when
trimming, the light touch can
Use imagination
brighten all things.
dealing with the public and with
PISCES
friends — and keep ears open.
)(•?'
You could pick up some highly (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A good time to develop a
useful information.
dormant talent, to repeat an old
GEMINI
strategy when others fail. Don't
(May 22 to June 21)
yield to frustration in ANY
A pick-up, a brighter set of
stimulating influences. Yet situation. Keep your eyes on a
there goes with this, the ad- golden future.
monition to avoid extremes, to
YOU BORN TODAY are
curb emotions.
endowed with a fine mind; are
CANCER
logical and keenly analytical in
(June 72 to July 23)
your thinking. Because Taurus
Some situations may not be
rules the throat, many noted
entirely to your liking. Remain
singers have been born in this
calm, ready to act, and don't
sector of the zodiac, and it
over
disturbed
become
would pay you to cultivate your
necessary changes.
voice. You would also make an
LEO
excellent composer or a
;July 24 to Aug. 23)
director in the operatic field.
Call on an old strategy that
Writing appeals to you, but
worked in the past if a new one
whatever you write would be in
is not producing. The right start
a serious or philosophical vein
and "follow-through" will keep
- despite your delightful sense
of humor. Other fields in which
you master of all situations.
VIRGO
you could follow a successful
career: science (especially
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Enterprise, resourcefulness
law,
the
medicine),
and initiative should spark this statesmanship, agriculture,
day and give you new zest for
education, publishing. Birthnext week's activities. Travel date of: Nellie Melba, world
interests renowned prima donna.
domestic
and
especially favored.
youR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1•71 For • personal 140-009e
LIBRA
ALE—I foriKast
on Monti. wealth, wine and
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
marriage, sand II CO plus 23 cents in
You can make headway in
N 3.
"
,:
inC
Ytor' r
m.nh."CM
c nc4c
O
Ien7:ew
1°.""
Stta9.
.
te;PiP"a"k
Ctwistme
most matters, but some C011- i
10011. mentioning this
cessions may be obligatory. Do
PPint you
: NAME, ADORESrrte
,40
ZIP, and PATE OF BIRTH (to oesur•
not take on new ventures
you go?iii.right forecast for your
without thorough investigation.
This is no day for actinglilindly.
SCORPIO
For Correct
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Express your ideas and
opinions discreetly but firmly.
Don't leave stones unturned
which may have gems beneath.
A generally good day — if you
cooperate.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Courtesy
Some new events in the
making, perhaps a new contact
l't )1,1 s:,Ii‘•
Give rein to your liveliest hopes
now. Do not antagonize those

Frances Drake

Your Individual Horoscope '94,Z

FRIDAY—MAY 15, 1973

NIURSy

Phone 753-1933

FL Fla!IRMO Rife.
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TAKE ME TO CASBLANCA—The hilarious Marx Brothers, Grouch°, Chico and Harpo (left to
right ),:become involved with a gang of Nazi spies, in "A Night in Casablanca,” to be seen in blackand-white on "The CBS Late Movie" Thursday, May 24 (starting at 10:30 p.m., CDT) on the CBS
Television Network.
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8:30 BOOK BEAT. Breakfast of Champions
900 tba
9 30 TURNING POINTS

WEDNESDAY MAY 23
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5.30 ELECTRIC COM.
PANY
600 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM' Kentucky
History
6.20 LAW OF THE
LAND' An information series on law for the public
6:30 SMALL BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION: Planning for the Future
7 . 00 BLUE GRASS
SPORTSMAN
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 WALTER KERR ON
THE THEATRE

TUESDAY, MAY 22
4-00 SESAME STREET
500 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5. 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6_00 NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
6.30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
700 SMALL BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION: Personnel Management
7:30 KET PRESENTS:
Lenox Quartet
8-00 HUMANITIES FILM
FORUM. Battle of Culloden
9- 30 BLACK JOURNAL
SPECIAL' Black Leaders,
1973"

MONDAY, MAY 21
400 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
.
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6.00 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM: New Lease
on Learning
6:30 BUSINESS OF WRITING: Writing Concisely
7:00 MAKING THINGS
GROW III: Herbs and
Scented Plants: Grow your
own salad and culinary seasoning on a windowsill.
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: Advocates Special
"Reconstruction of North
Vietnam: Whose Responsibility"
9:30 WALL STREET
WEEK
10:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 BLACK MUSIC IN
AMERICA: Traces the history of black music from
pioneer days to the present

7:00 ZOOM
7.30 WHAT HAPPENS TO
ME?
8 30 FRENCH CHEF:
Madeleines and Genoise
900 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE Vanity Fair
10:00 FIRING LINE
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Sunday, May 20
12:00 p.m. —Movie: cahnnel 4
"Seven Days in May" Burt
Cancaster, Kirk Douglas,
Frederic March, Ave GardIdealistic
1974:
ner.
President of the U. S. signs
an agreement with Russia
for nuclear disarmament.
Five star general opposing
the pact champions the
overthrow of the constitiutional government. The
seven days before the
seizure, tensions mount to
almost breaking points.
12:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 5
"Never Give A Sucker A
Break" W. C. Fields, Gloria
Jean, Leon Errol. Promoter
lays siege for wealthy

Sunday, May 20

escape.

Bighorn sheep can lie in the
snow for hours because their
heavy winter coats of matted
hair let very link body heat

ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN

400 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

FRIDAY—MAY 11, 1973
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Where to go for all the
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about your new community.
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10:15 p.m. —Movie: channel 3
Mark
of
"Adventures
Tilailn" Frederic March,
Alexis Smith. Dramatization
of life of the famed American
humorist, from his boyhood
through to his death.
10:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 6
"Dead Run" Peter Lewford,
Countess Ira Furstanburg,
George Caret. Secret agent
on the trail of strategic
defense plans stolen by
killers who have murdered
C.I.A. guards intrusted with
vital papers goes into action
in Berlin and Rome.
10:31 —Movie: channel 39 "The
Great Defender" - Matheson
Lang- British attorney,
devoted to artist's wife,
defends artist on trial for
murdering his model.

7:311 p.m. —Movie: channel n
"The Mating Season" -Gene
Tierney, Thelma Ritter —
Fun begins when plain,
unspoiled mother of slick and
ambitious young man comes
to live in son's home as
servant, without revealing
herself to society daughter-

7:30 p.m. —Movie: channels 4,6
"Showdown at the End of the
World," starring Dennis
Weaver as Marshal Sam
McCloud. Lee J. Cobb and
Eddie Egan guest-star in a
drama about narcotics
which
in
smuggling
frightened female models
are involved. Rich Weaver
joins his father in this
segment.

3:08 p.m. —Movie: channel 8
"Voyage To The Bottom of
The Sea" Walter Pidgeon,
Joan Fontaine, Barbara
Eden, Robert Sterling,
Michael Angara, Frankie
Avalon. When experimental
atomic submarine discovers
the Van Allen Belt radiation,
circling the earth, has been
burning for days, it speeds to
the Marianas to explode the
Belt into outer space

woman's hand, or the
daughter's, and loses both

Sunday Highlights

WSI L
Ch. 3

FRIDAY, MAY 25

THURSDAY, MAY 24
4.00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
530 ELECTRIC COMPANY
600 WINDOW TO THE
CLASSROOM: New Lease
on Learning
630 TV HIGH SCHOOL

10 00 SOUL
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saving New Orleans, returns
to piracy. One of his men
attacks an American ship
and brings the authorities
running

10:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 29
"Last of the Buccaneers"
Paul Henreid - Jean Lafytte,
feeling ill-rewarded after

something happening."

By ROBERT MUSEL
MONTE CARL()(UPII— Robert Stack was never just• pretty
face though it took nearly 20 years to prove it to Hollywood. Until an
Academy Award nomination in 1958 there was always• tendency to
tbink of him as the handsome former college athlete tapped to give
Deanna Durbin her first screen kiss.
After that the actor emerged unmistakably from behind the blue
in the
eyes, even teeth and thick brown hair that he still flaunts todaymiddle
face of envious friends. In what he laughingly calla "Jolly
television
age" he can also look back on one of the most succesaful
series of them all, "The Untouchables".
him in
Stack feels his rewards from "The Untouchables- put
serving as
television's debt so he was interviewed in Monaco while
Carlo
Chairman of the Jury at the 13th International Monte
Golf Tour
Television Festival. -1 blew the Bob Hope-Andy Williams
to get here", he said, "but I don't want to be one of those who turn
their backs on TV if there isn't some commercial gain involved.I n between his duties as chairman, which involved some 50 hottni
of viewing programs from 26 countries, and a visit to the princely
palace to see Princess Grace whom he knew before her marriage
Cstill stunning-, he saidl, Stack worked on the film and television
projects that will mark his return to the big and small screens. He
said it has taken him two years to recover from the abuse he gave his
throat in season after season of television.
Stack has a nice line in candor. He said he had to learn 10 pages of
script a night for "TheIlmouchables- and for a time it "screwed
up' his home life. It was•tough show."We didn't have a rl with a
blouse full of goodies-, he said. "But we moved the product". He has
no time for airy concepts of TV art. A show on commercial television
is not a success in his eyes unless it "moves the product"
"You wouldn't get away with a show like The Untouchables' in
the anti-violence atmosphere today-, he said. "Every week we shotI
But
them, knifed them, found people hanging from Meat hooks.
My son and
don't think violence on the screen makes any converts.
daughter can watch any show they wish. The public wants to see
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Daytime Schedule for Monday-Friday

sionday, May 21
9:00 a.m. —Movie: channel 8
"To Kill A Mockingbird'
Mary
Peck,
Gregory
Bedham,Phillip Alford, John
Medna. Racial prejudice in a
small southern town as seen
through the eyes of two
youngsters whose father
'defends, Negro accused of
raping a white girl.
1:30 p.m. —Movie: charuiel 29
The great Defender" Same
as Sunday 10:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 4
"Frontier Marshal" Randolph Scott, Nancy Kelly,

Kerr - Poignant war story of
young widow and the Marine
Colonel she falls in love with.
Many complex personal
problems arise.

FRIDAY—MAY U, 1273

Stack looks back
on `Uniouchables'

Y
THE I EDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCK
"Comedy Trio" - A collection
career as America's number
of three pilots: "The Barbara
one band leader. . . his life
Eden Show"-stars Barbara
and music.
Eden, Joe Flynn, Roger
4:00 p.m. —Movie: Lhannel 5
Barnes, Cesar
Binnie
Perry, Moosie Drier and Pat
"Black Sabbath" Boris
Morita. "Catch 22" stars
Romero. Wyatt Earp takes
Karloff, Mark Damon. A
on the job of Marshal of
Richard Dreyfuss, Dana
Drop of Water: Nurse finding
Tombstone, to round up
Elcar, Frank Welker, Andy
elderly woman dead, steals
outlaws who run everything
Jarrell and Suzanne Zenor
diamond ring from her
including the dance halls.
"The Karen Valentine Show"
finger. THE TELEPHONE:
stars Karen Valentine and
Ghost of man betrayed by
3:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 4
Charles Nelson Reilly
misn"
"Lady-about-tow
"Glenn Miller Story" James
8:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 29
takenly strangles her girl
Stewart, June Allyson,
"Proud and Profane" friend. Intended victim
Charles Drake, George
Holden, Deborah
William
heart;
his
into
knife
plunges
Tobias, Frances Langford,
phone rings and she hears his
Gene Krupa, Louis Armvoice. WURDALAK: Eastern
strong, Ben Pollack, Henry
European nobleman seeks
Morgan, Barton MacLane,
shelter in home of man who
Kathleen Lockhart, Sig
turns into a wurdalak-B
Rumen. Fabulous Glen
vampire.
Miller from first band job in
1925 through height of his 8:00 p.m. —Movie: channels 3.8

Monday Highlights
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DOUBLE ACTION HITS

8:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 29
-Rhubarb" Ray Milland Baseball team rebels when
they learn they are owned by
a cat who inherited them
from a millionaire. Cat
becomes hero when team,
using him as a mascot, wins
pennant.
10:110 p.m. —Movie: channel 29
"Just Like a Woman" John
Lodge - Rival jewelry
salesmen and a lady are
doing business in Europe and
South America.

made
comedy
minute
especially for ABC stars
Connie Stevens, Van Johnson, Charles Nelson Reilly
and Jim Hutton. When a
luscious waitress becomes
for
housemother
the
t-atendty a small, peaceful
college finds itself embroiled
in a nationwide women's lib
controversy. Thelma Carpenter and Corbett Monica
are also featured.

FRIDAY—MAY 18, 1973

Tuesday, May 22
WSM
Ch. 4

•

in-

4:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 5
'Second Best Secret Agent In
The Whole Wide World" Tom
Adams, Karel Stepanek,
Peter Bull, John Arnett,
Veronica Hurst. British
secret agent foils a dastardly
plot by the Russians to gain
control of a secret formula
discovered by a Swedish
scientist.
7:10 p.m. —Movie: channels 4,8
"World Premiere: To Set
This Town on Fire," starring
Chuck Conners, Carl Betz
Lynda Day and Charles
Robinson. A newspaper
publisher must decide what
to do when he develops
doubts about his part in
having sent a politician to jail
for manslaughter.
7:30 p.m. —Movie: channels 3,8
"Call Her Mom" original 90-

WKMS FM,
Box 1175. University Station,
Murray
University,
State
Murray, Ky. 42071.
The programs listed are Or, the
air at the same time each week
Please clip and save this schedule

information, write

7.30 pm Arts Modular
3 p.m.—Story Hour
3:30—World of Travel
4 p.m.—All Things Considered
7 p.m.—Evening News
For comments or additional

f2: 10—Periscope

WEDNESDAY
1 p.m.—Roger Carroll
8 p.m. Firing Line
10 p.m.—Soul In Motion
THURSDAY
2 p.m.—Lawrence Welk
7 p.m.—Special Opera
9 p m —Sigma Alpha Iota
9 30 Jazz International
DAILY PROGRAMMING

TUESDAY
2 p.m.—Vets. Admins.
7:30—Music & Spoken Word
9 p m.—Murray High Hour

MONDAY
2 p m.—Talk About Atom
8 p.m.—Evening Concert
9 p.m— Calloway Hi Hour

Noon—Age of Telemann
7 00--Special of Week

SATURDAY
1:00 p.m.—Met from NY
7:00—Album Preview
11:00—Wolfman Jack
SUNDAY
10 00 a.m --Serenade Blue

If 30

p.M.• -Germany today
1:00 Land of Windmills
Scarlatti Concert

12.30

FRIDAY

Program
WKMS-FM
Highlights

9:00 a.m. —Movie: channel 8
"Battle of the Villa Florita"
Maureen O'Hara, Rossano
Brazzi, Richard Todd,
Phyllis Calvert. Mother of
two teenage children falls in
love with an Italian composer and with her husband's
consent goes off with him.
Her children follow and try to
break up the affair.
1:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 29
"Last of the Buccaneers"
Same as Monday 10.00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 3
"Because of You" Loretta
Young, Jeff Chandler, Alex
Nicol, Frances Dee. Woman,
marries without telling her
husband that she once served
a term in prison.
3:30 p.m. —Movie: channel 4
"The World of Abbott and

Tuesday, May 22

Costello" No other
formation available.

Tuesday Highlights

KENTUCK1
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,

FUN AND FANTASY! SON6S AND SORCERY!
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Palmer's Streak Ends; Gets
4-1 Win Over Indians Anyway
2. The twi-light game between the Red Sox on six hits.
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer New York and Montreal was Things looked desperate at
Baltimore pitcher Jim Palm- postponed due to rain and cold. Yankee Stadium for the home
er's search for his third Palmer, who posted a 21-10 team as Milwaukee's Jim Coll'
straight shutout ended 450 feet record last year, got off to a born had a four-hit shutout with
rough start in 1973. The hard- two outs in the bottom of the
from home plate.
But when the mammoth throwing righthander didn't ninth.
ninth-inning home run hit by gain his first victory until the But unfortunately for Colborn, 27 outs are required begieveland catcher Dave Dun- Orioles' 18th game.
can stopped rolling, Palmer But now Palmer, 4-2, is mak- fore he can accept his teamstill had his third victory in a ing it rough on opposing hitters mates' handshakes. In quick
row and the memory of 28 1-3 as evidenced by his last three succession, Bobby Murcer hornoutings, a five-hit blanking of ered, Ron Blomberg doubled
scoreless innings.
"It's a good way to ruin a California, a three-hit shutout and Graig Nettles singled to
shutout, a quick way," Palmer of New York and Thursday send the game into extra inover nings.
three-hitter
said 21.his "450-foot mistake" night's
Two innings later, Nettles
after-S had handled the In- Cleveland.
Kansas City broke back into was accepting Yankee condians on three hits, 4-1.
"It was a fastball that I the victory column after four gratulations for his two-run
didn't throw in the right spot," straight losses, including Nolan homer that gave New York the
he added. "I tried to keep it Ryan's no-hitter, on John May- victory.
away train him but it went berry's soft swinging and the In Anaheim, Dick Green hit a
down the middle. At least it combination of Wayne Simpson three-run homer and Jim "Catand Gene Garber's hard throw- fish" Hunter pitched a five-hit
wasn't a cheap home run."
shutout against the Angels, who
Americar ing.
other
the
In
League games, New York over. At Bloomington, knock- lost more than the game.
came Milwaukee 4-2; Detroit leballer Wilbur Wood won his They lost the services of outblanked Boston 1-0; Kansas ninth game of the season as fielder Bobby Valentine who
City topped Texas 6-1; Chicagc Dick Allen's two-run homer and smaidied into the center field
edged Minnesota 54 and Oak- Rich Reichardt's three runs- fence while pursuing Green's
batted-in accounted for all the home run and suffered a broland shut out California 4-0.
ken right leg. He is expected to
In the National League, Los Chicago scoring.
Angeles defeated Cincinnati 3-1, The Detroit Tigers scored be sidelined for at least three
St. Louis outscored Chicago 6-4, only one run on Tony Taylor's months.
Houston nipped Atlanta 2-1 and home run but that was all they
Pittsburgh beat Philadelphia 5- neeed as Jim Perry shut out

U.S. Defeated
By Yugoslavia

NOTICE!
TO THE PEOPLE OF DISTRICT I
OF MURRAY AND CALLAWAY COUNTY

JOE
PRITCHETT
FOR

Magistrate
District 1
During my campaign for Magistrate I have traveled
the roads of the district and found them in a neglected
and dangerous situation. With my 10 Years experience
in heavy equipment operation and road work. I feel I
am captible of getting these roads travelable once
again.
The funds allotted to this district will not be used
for some other purpose as has been the case for the last
several years.
I also believe that if our county road workers were
paid a -decent salary we would get more of our money's
worth. I would like to be the man to carry out these
duties.
VOTE FOR THE LAST MAN ON THE BALLOT AND
WE WILL MAKE DLSTRIGT I THE BEST DISTRICT
IN THE COUNTY!
VOTE JOE PRTTCHETT
-MAGISTRATE DISTRICT I
Paid for by Joe Pritchett Rt.1,Dexter, Ky.

IQUITOS, Peru ( AP - Yugoslavia handed the United
States its first defeat of the
World Basketball Festival, but
the loss didn't sting too much.
They still qualified for the final
round, beginning in Lima Saturday, with earlier victories
over Uruguay and Chile.
While the U.S. men abosrbed
an 85-79 loss, the American
women beat Brazil 70-50, but
their only triumph of the preliminary round wasn't enough
to get them into the finals.
They'll move to Tacna, in
southern Peru, for consolation
play beginning Monday

Larry Riggs
LOS ANGELES( AP -- Larry Riggs, the 28-year-old son of
tennis pro Bobby Riggs, has
been named tennis coach at
Pepperdine University.
The younger Riggs succeeds
coach, John
his former
McClung, who resigned the
coaching post to spend more
time teaching history.
Larry Riggs was Pepperdine's No. 1 singles player in
1969 and 1970 and won the West
Coast Athletic Conference singles title.
.•

Have you
lookal at the
price of gas
lately?

Murray State
In Third Spot
At 011C Tennis
Western Kentucky swero
through the singles competition
Thursday and placed five men
in the finals of the Ohio Valley
Conference tennis champpionships. The Hilltoppers
scored 28 points in the opening
two rounds of play while Austin
Peay scored 22.
Murray State remains in third
place as the Racers picked up 16
points while Middle Tennessee
gained 10. Western is now
leading the field with a total of
50 points wiille Austin Peay is
second with 68.
Murray is currently holding a
57 to 48 lead over Middle Tennessee for 3rd. The Pacers of
coach Benny Purcell placed all
three doubles teams into the
semifinals.
The biggest upset of the day
came when Pekka Petterson
was eliminated in the semi
finals of the number 1 singles.
Pettersen won in straight sets
over Carlos de Cubes in the first
round of play
But in the second round
Pettersen was upset in straight
sets by Bryon Thomas of
Western.
Mikko Horsma,in the number
2 singles, continued his outstanding play as he advanced to
the finals. Horsma won in the
opening round in three sets over
P.D. Ballard of Eastern Kentucky.
In the semi finals, Horsens
won 6-3 and 6-4 over Arfrid
Bergner of Western.
The finals of the number 2
singles today will find Horsma

Dave Sikes Leads
In Memphis Action
MEMPHIS ( AP) - "It was
just a nice easy round, the kind
You like to play," Dan Sikes
said after he scored a five-under-par 67 for his little walk in
the sun.
"Very pleasant," added the
42-year-old veteran Thursday
after he had established a onestroke margin in the first round
of the $175,000 Danny ThomasMemphis Golf Classic.
"I was lucky enough to have
the ball close to the hole a lot. I
didn't have too many long putts
and I made all the short ones."
That's been a problem with
the husky, slope-shouldered
lawyer from Jacksonville, Fla.
this season.
Just three weeks ago he
mimed from less than two feet
to lose a playoff at Dallas. And
a month before that he'd
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Dodgers Hold On For 3-1 Win
Over Cincinnati On Thursday

By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
For a second-just one second-pitcher Don Sutton
thought the years might have
caught up with Walter Alston,
the 61-year-old skipper of the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
meeting Erasmo Sanhuster of
The Reds had loaded the
Austin Peay.
bases off Sutton in the first inSenior Peter Hay of Australia ning on a double by Pete Rose,
won his quarterfinal match in a walk, a wild pitch and anothtwo sets over Roger Hen- er walk.
drickson of Morehead.
Alston then marched out to
Hay went down in defeat in the mound.
the semi finals of the number 3,
"How many innings do you
singles by losing in straight sets want to go today?" Alston
to Geoff Gilchrist of Middle.
asked his pitcher, with a
Tom Van Dohlen lost in straight face.
straight sets in the number 4
"I thought he'd lost the ace
singles while Julia- Nittyvirta of spades for a minute and
three sets to wasn't working with a full
fell in
Manuel Losada of Austin Peay deck," Sutton said later.
in the number 6 singles. Arnie
"Then I got the message."
Knudson won his opening round
That be did. Sutton pitched
match in straight sets over Jim
his way oat of the jam by getBurgener of Middle. Knudson ting Ftichie Scheinblum on a fly
was eliminated in the semi ball, then settled down to hurl a
finals in straight sets by five-hitter-retiring 16 conWestern's P.A. Nilhagen.
secutive batters in one
The number one doubles team stretch-before leaving the
of Pettersen and Horzma won game for a pinch hitter in the
by
default and will meet' ninth inning, when the Dodgers
Bergeman and Nilhagen of rallied for three runs to defeat
Western in the semi finals this the Cincinnati Reds 3-1 Thursafternoon.
day afternoon.
Hay and Nittyvieta advaficed
Elsewhere in the National
to the number 2 doubles semi League, Chicago topped St.
finals with a win in straight 'eta Louis 6-4 in another day game,
over the doubles team of Pittsburgh beat Philadelphia 5Eastern Kentucky. They will 4 and Houston edged Atlanta 2meet Sanhuezar and Lolled* in 1 in night action, the New York
the semi finals this afternoon. Mets' game at Montreal was
Knudson and Van Dohlen who postponed because of rain and
sets over cold weather and San Diego
won in straight
Morehead will play Burgener and San Francisco were not
and Borysko in the number 3 !scheduled:
doubles today.
In the American League, it
Field finals and track was: Baltimore 4, Cleveland 1;
preliminaries begin this af- New York Yankees 4, Milternoon while the opening 27 waukee 2 in 11 innings; Detroit
rounds of golf got underway this 1, Boston 0; Kansas City 6,
morning.
Texas 1; Chicago White Sox 5,
Minnesota 4, and Oakland 4,
California 0.

missed from about the same
distance and failed by one
stroke to get into a playoff at
his hometown in the Greater
Jacksonville Open.
But Stites, who scored the
last of his six tour. triumphs in
1968, let none of the little ones
get away as he moved one
stroke in front of Ron Cerrudo
and Dave Hill, tied at 68.
Defending champion Lse Trevino was four strokes off the
pace with a 71.
First round scores
Dan Sikes
Dave Hill
Ron Cerrudo
Dale Douglass
Doug Sanders
Allen Miller
Mike Hill
Eleven tied at 71

34-33-87
31-37-68
34-34-61I
33-37-70
36-34-70
34-36-70
34-36-70

double.
Carlton, who won 27 games
and the Cy Young Award last
year, is now 44 on the season.
Ken Forsch stopped the
Braves on four hits and struck
out eight for Houston, which
got both its runs in the fourth

It was the second straight
game in which the Dodgers rallied in the late going to beat
Cincinnati. They topped the
Reds 64 in 11 inning,' Wednesday night.
Alston called the comeback
victory "as morale-boosting as
a 15-0 win," then observed,
"We don't have too many easy
Run-scoring singles by pinch
hitter Ed Crosby and WS Melendez in the ninth inning lifted
the Cards over the Cubs.
"Finally we'were able to put
borne hitting and pitching together," said St. Louis Manager Red Schoendienst. "It's a
good feeling."
The Pirates sent Steve Carlton to his fourth consecutive defeat by scoring three runs in
the seventh inning to break a 22 tie. One came in on an error
by Philadelphia's rookie third
baseman, Mike Schmidt, and
two scored on Dave Cash's

Secretariat Has Only Five
Opponents In Preakness Race

on singles by Cesar Cedeno and
Bob Watson, a sacrifice fly and
Tommy Helms' double.
Atlanta's Hank Aaron got his
11,000th official time at bat in
the fourth inning, second only
to Ty Cobb's 11,429. He struck
out.

Re-Elect Wimpy Jones
for
Jailer
I SLA,NiD ON MY RECORD
The Powers, Duties, and Requirements of a Jailer
The Jailer's primary duty is the keeping of the jail and
care of the hunates.
In a temperate and tolerant manner, he mast imply
that he expects the correct attitude from the inmates.
He must be a leerier in the strongest sesame of the word;
but he nest know the limits aids authority.
He must never show that be has been angered by being
profance, vulgar, or abusive in an manner.
He cannot let a situation get out of hand. because of tack
of knowledge or fear to tackle it.
He must show respect to all.
The inmates are usually reasonable human be.The
appreciation yes ebsw them today may 1111.11110
tomorrow's disdpilme. This has been proven eesmareen
times.
beeetee to and from the Court
He les te trawler
He. Therefore, be mut be dere; since, meek of the
time bele leasestramiyImedoes whim N be h mot
a quiet thlukhg,even lumpoied poem% heteintesami
be, and In Saelle1.11aredisk dkusemos
This too,bee been mem Sebes fest:
y jaw le ageing to
At NINO elleopr ellffe,
A primer
commit En onews1 prhoser.Ise
or the hibeesee of deed,yet at
may be brought is
the same time, be or she could be a name', addict,
diabetic, epileptic, psychotic, or could have been injured
before he was Mu& to the jail.
The jeller's thet reopmeilbilty Is the newly commitled
is to determine blo *yokel cesdltka. He should be able
to recognize the different symptoms then take whatever
steps are needed to secure medical help.
Unless a matron is present, the jailer mist not enter the
quarters in which a female prisoner is detained, under
any circumstances. Therefore, a matron must be on duty
at all times. She has the same responsibilities as the
jailer, since she has the entire care of all female
prisoners.
Another very important duty at your jailer Is:
He is required te be the superintendent of the ebbe
square and candy buildings. He nmst see that they are
kept in repair, clam, comfortable, and presentable.
I believe our Court House and lawn are more presentable now than they ever have been. With the co-operation
of the fiscal court, we can and will keep them that way.
The Jailer must create good public relations.
I have shove no favortism or partiality to anyonerelatives, friends, or strangers, regardless of color or
walks of life.
Without the support and co-operation of the public and
Use guidance of God, these things would not have been
accomplished. I am proud of the opportunity you gave me
to serve as yaw Jailer. I was your friend before you
elected me to this job. It was, and still is my desire to
remain your friend as well as your jailer. Ill have made
an enemy I am not aware of it.
Please weigh the qualifications and integrity of each
candidate carefully. I believe you will decide that I have
the ability to serve you best at JAIIFIt of Calloway
County. Your confidence in me will not be mbsplaced.
The above is only a part of the requirements needed for
a safe and proper jail.
Vote for a man whom you know can meet these
requirements. I earetsdy solicit your support.
VOTE FOR WIMPY JONES
NO. 3 ON THE HAI1.07
CANDIDATE FOR JAH.Fit
Sincerely,
Huel Winyl .lones

BALTIMORE ( AP) - Secre- ceded. "But since the Derby, I Lucien Laurin, the trainer of
tariat, the Triple Crown con- have to think he's great. He Secretariat, noted however: "I
tender seemingly back on the went the final quarter in 23 1-6. worry about everyone, and that
form which earned him the Horses just don't do that. And Jock of mine had better worry,
"super horse" tag, takes on a after watching him here for 10
slim field of five opponents in days, I have no reason to think Secretariat is the early 2-5
choice to win the race which is
Saturday's 98th running of the
Preaknesa But despite the presence of scheduled to go off at 5:40,
$150,000-added
S.cretariat, and Derby runner- EDT. Television coverage is
Stales.
A record turnout is expected up Sham who also broke the old scheduled for 54 p.m, and raat Pimlico, drawn by the mag- Derby record while finishing dio 5:25-5:45, both by CBS.
netism of the Meadow Stable 2% lengths behind the winner's Sigmund Sommer's Sham,
colt and given an added boost 1:59 2-5 for the 1,-.4 miles, Delp again ridden by Laffit Pincay
Jr., is rated at 2-1. Our Native
by an infield farewell for for- Is hoping for a miracle.
mer Baltimore Colts' quarter- "They'll have to catch us," third in the Derby, will have
for
back Johnny Unitas.
Delp said, "and if Secretariat Don Brumfield in the saddle
Chick Lang, the Pimlico gen- and Sham worry about each owners Mrs. M.J. Pritchard
eral manager, predicted today other, we might make it inter- Dr. E.W. Thomas and trainer
Political ad-paid for by Huel Jones, No.3rd.
Bill Resseguet Jr,
that the tracks record crowd of esting.
48,721 set last year will be easily surpassed.
"We should have between 55,000 and 60,000 people," Lang
said, and he estimated that
about 3,500 of them would attend chiefly because of the ceremonies honoring Unitas-who
was traded to the San Diego
Chargers after the 1972 National Football League season.
Most of the fans, however,
will be out to see if Secretariat,
the Meadow Stable colt who rim
the Kentucky Derby in record
BUTTONV/Ef
flit! MICULI
tEASCEASS
rOxlmt
PIGME 10
time after being upset in the
Wood Memorial, can take
another step toward becoming
And control many more weeds and grasses at the lowest use-cost in
the first Triple Crown winner
1°A) to 4% O.M. soils.
since Citation in 1948.
With any chemical, follow labeling instructions and warnings carefulty,
"No one- will beat Secretariat
See us for your supply of LORO;( linuron weed killer today.
If he runs his race," said Buddy Delp, the trainer of
Etage.
Railroad Ave. — Murray Phone 753-1933
"I backed off on Secretariat
conI*Ip
Wood,"
after the
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THESE
BEAN TROUBLEMAKERS!
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Willis To Be Head Coach
At U of A At Huntsville

Softball Opens
At Murray Park
The Men's Slow Pitch Soft- Galtrbey all had two hits each.
In the fifth inning, the Racers
ball League opened Wednesday
night with a game between the pushed their score pass ParkerDouglas All-Stars and Marshall McKenney's with a score of 4-3
County. Marshall County and later in the sixth still held
defeated the Douglas All-Stars the lead with a score of 6-5.
by a score of 24-8 with big in- Towards the bottom of the
Parkernings in the second and fourth seventh inning
with six and eight runs scored McKenney's scored two runs to
win the game 74.
respectively.
Smith, Clark, and Farmer led
the team with three hits each.
Every member of the Marshall
team hit safely at least one
time.
Douglas scored four of their
eight runs early in the sixth By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
-Inning with Brandon hitting
NATIONAL LEAGUE
„safely three times during the
only
the
was
BATTING(60 at bats)-Mote,
game. Woodson
other player with more than one LA, .367; Watson, Htn, 353;
Lopes, LA, .353
hit for the All-Stars.
RUNS-Bonds,SF, 38; Wynn,
The second game of the
night's action saw Bynums Htn, 28.
RUNS BATTED IN-Bench,
defeating the Calloway Cubs by
a score of 9-7. At the end of the CM, 29; Ferguson, LA, 29.
HITS-Cedeno, Htn, 53;
first inning, Bynums scored
four and Calloway scored five Bads,SF, 53.
DOUBLES-Cedeno, Htn, 12;
runs.
The game continued to be Bonds, SF, 12.
TRIPLES-Metzger, Htn, 4;
close until Bynums scored two
more runs in the sixth inning. Sanguillen, Pgh, 3; Maddox,
With one man on base in the SF, 3; Matthews, SF, 3.
HOME RUNS-H.Aaron, All,
seventh inning, Calloway failed
11; Stargell, Pgh, 10.
to catch up.
BASES--Cedeno,
STOLEN
Leading hitter for Bynums
was Green with four hits, while Htn, 19; Morgan, Cin, 16.
PITCHING (4 Decisions)each had three big hits.s
each had three big hist. Parker, NY, 4-0, 1.000, 2.36;
Calloway had three safe hitters, Sosa, SF, 4-0, 1.000, 2.37.
STFUKEOUTS-Carlton, Phi,
Ward, Woody, and Haney, with
two hits each.
66; Sutton, LA, 57.
In the Men's Softball League
action Thursday night, Dexter
AMERICAN LEAGUE
won their first victory over
Benton by a score of 14-4.
BATTING ( 60 at bats)Dexter's big hitter for.the night, PXelly, Chi, 400; Kirkpatrick,
D. Stalls, led his team with KC, .346.
three safe hits: Fergason and
RUNS-R.Jackson, Oak, 27;
Conner followed with two hits Mayberry, KC, 26; Otis, KC, 28.
each.
RUNS BATTED IN-MayDexter was first on the berry, KC, 36; R.Jackson, Oak,
scoreboard with three runs in 28.
the second inning and led the
HITS-Otis, KC, 46; Rojas,
entire ballgarne. Benton had KC, 42.
three runs in the third inning
DOUBLES-Rojas KC, 12;
and could manage only one Kirkpatrick, KC, 11.
more Ion which tittle-Id the TRIPLES-Harper, Ban, 3;
fifth inning.
E.Brinkman, Det, 3; Firiggs,
In the second game of the Mil, 3; Spencer, Cal, 3;
night, Parker-McKenney's D.Allen, Chi, 3; Braun, Min, 3;
defeated the Racers in a close Carew, Min, 3; Hisle, Min, 3.
game with a score of 74.
HOME RUNS-D.May, Mil,
Parker-McKenney's scored 10; Mayberry, KC, 10.
three runs early in the fourth
STOLEN BASES-North,
Inning to tie the score at 3 all at Oak, 13; Alomar, Cal, 9.
the bottom of the fourth. Melton
PITCHING (4 Decisiona)led Parker-McKenney with Singer, Cal, 6-1, .857,1.76; Coleteam
while
hits
three safe
man, Det, 7-1, .778, 2.25
mates Burcbett and Camas bed
STRIKEOUTS--N.Ryan, Cal,
two hits each. For the Radii, C; Singer, Cal, 70.
Young, Harrell, Wolf, and

Major League
Leaders

BATTLE OF THE PITCHERS-Charlie Rains, left, and Dale Frizzell battled it out Thursday as North Marshall pulled out a 1-0
win over Murray High. Rains struck out five, while allowing only five hits in the losing cause. Frizzell pitched a three-hitter, i4bile
also striking out five.
(Photos by Steve Hale

Speedway To Be

Murray High Falls To
North Marshall 1-0 In
District Tourney Play
BY STEVE HALE
Ledger & Times Special Writer
Murray High saw its bid fora
District
straight
fourth
Championship go down the
drain yesterday afternoon as
North Marshall pushed across
the games' only run in the
seventh inning to squeak out a 10 victory
The game, which lasted only
one hour and fifteen minutes,
was strictly a "battle between
the pitchers" and featured
Charlie Rains' curve ball for
Murray against Dale FrizzelLs'
fast ball for North Marshall.

the tag at the plate to retire the
side.
After neither team threatened
in the third inning, Murray
started off the top of the fourth
Inning with what looked to be a
rally. With one out, Cathey
sliced a hard-hit single down the
third base line. Then in an attempt to keep Catbey close to
the bag, Frizzell made a wild
throat over to first base, putting
Murray in scoring position with
Cathey at second base. A timely
hit into left field by Dean Willis
saw Cathey rounding third and
heading for home. The relayed
from the shortstop caught
throw
be
to
proved
The first inning
short of the plate and
Cathey
harmless for both teams as
Willis in the meantime had
Frizzell dominated the inning
second base with
for North Marshall by throwing advanced to
outs. The next
two
only
still
only eight pitches, the first
went down
seven being strikes. Rains also Murray batter
and Murray's only
appeared to be in top form as he swinging
threat of the game was thset North Marshall down in real
warted.
order.
North Marshall had been
** *et***********************A. It looked as if the second
to produce much offense
unable
Inning was going to be a repeat
couple innings but
next
the
of the first as Murray once
his team come
again went down in order and before seeing
timely hitting in
with
some
alive
for
North
batters
the first two
seventh inthe
the
of
bottom
Marshall had also been retired.
ning, Frizzell had retired the
put
soon
was
defense
Murray's
*
in
to a test however, when right- last nine Murray batters
*
order.
fielder Jim Ealey stroked a
single to left-center field and
The seventh inning started off
then Gary Ellenberger was harmlessly for Murray as Rains
awarded a base on balls. With confidently struck out Frizzell
men on first and second, Kenny on three straight curve balls.
Inman came through with a Then four consecutive balls put
clutch-hit single tn right field Mike Shelton on base. Next,
SAT.
SAT.
that would normally score a Eaiey got his third hit of the day
FUN
& Sun. * man from second base, but as he ripped a double over the
Murray's right-fielder Gary third-baseman's head, putting
*
1:00
Ad.
Dick made a perfect throw to runners on second and third
Ms
with
PoPearli
110
Free Bag a
;
catcher
Mike Cathey who made with only one out. That's when
ilt*****************
Gary Ellenberger got the sign
from the third base coach that
the "squeeze paly" was on. On
the next pitch, with the runner
on third heading full-speed for
home-plate, Ellenberger laid
down such a bunt that-the only
run of the game crossed the
plate unchallenged by a throw
and the Murray players saw
their hopes for a fourth consecutive district championship
go down the drain.
Concerning the last play of
the game, Rains said afterwards,"I didn't think that he
would try to bunt with two
strikes. He had tried to bunt
twice before and I just didn't
think he would try again I
thought I played it safe,
though," Rains added
threw him an outside breaking
ball but he managed to hit it
anyway. They're definitely a
good ball club."
Rains gave up only five hits
while Murray could come up
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Built Near
Nashville, Tenn.

with just three. Murray ended
its season at 3-8 while North
Marshall pushed its record over
.500 at 8-7.
In its three games of the
District Tournament, North
Marshall allowed only one run,
that being Tuesday afternoon
against South Marshall. They
will advance to the Regional
Tournament which is to be
played next week at Murray
State University.

Folks, let us pull together and Change
all faces in the Sheriff's Department
Pot Ad paid for by Hafford James. 222 South 12th Street. Murray, KY
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YOUR VOTE AND SUPPORT APPRECIATED
Political ad paid for by Ralph Bogard, 1111 S. 16th
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ONE CENT
WAGON SALE
IS ON NOW!

Courage, Honesty
and Sincerity

CINCINNATI (APi
Arthur
Ashe said Thursday, he has
"nothing against Cincinnati,'
but he wants out of Western
Tennis Championships so. for
August...
"I have to have sernp time
off,:' said Ashe "I wart that
week off."
The tournIrment is s4:heduled
for Aug. 6-12.

To The Voters of . . .
Murray Datsun, Hazel, Providence,
and Harris Grove:
Please Elect

MU5.
2891
Pho

This little red wagon is the onty wagon in America
that outsells Ford. And now it's selling for just a
penny at your participating Ford Dealer's One
Cent Wagon Sale. Just add 1( to our flow sale
price on a Ford Pinto, Torino, LTD, or Country
Squire wagon and you can become a happy
two-wagon family today Better hurry, offer ends
June 30, 1973.

FOR

I AM A SMALL BUSINESS MAN, AND HAVE BEEN
A VICTIM OF SOME OF THESE THINGS!

During his five years at
Murray, Willis guided the
Baby Racers to 83 wins against
only 72 losses.
He reports that the school is
presently in a growing stage
with the present enrollment of
3,000 expecting to be doubled in
the next two years.
The school is only five years
old and this will be-the first time
that the university will be affiliated with NAIA competition.
"It has been a great experience for me in Murray
during the past five years,"
Willis said. "I think that I have
learned quite a bit."
"I appreciate deeply the
people of Murray for the kindness they have shown my
family and me.
"I'm very pleased with the
outlook at Huntsville. The town
is 170,000 and it is a most
beautiful city. It will be a great
challenge for my family and for
me," Willis added.
A graduate assistant will be
named to replace Willis at
Murray State, according to
Murray State Atheltic Director
Cal Luther.
'%1414:11:44WM

rtorn

HAFFORD JAMES
for SHERIFF

Wants Out

Way High School in New Lenox,

Heu,Dads!
1Ciug
a lot of hap mess

Vote

Folks, I feel the next four years will need more Courage
than the past few years .. . .
1. There is more dope.
2. More Boot Legging
3. More Break-ins and Stealing.
4. More cold checking.
5. More shop lifting than ever before.
HOW DO I KNOW THIS?

NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) A $2 million super speedway reportedly will be built near here
with the completion date set for
the summer of 1974.
One of the those reportedly
Involved in the venture is Bill
Donho, chairman of the board
of Fairground Speedways. He
declined comment on the report
but said he is planning a major
news conference for the near
future.
He said he has a lease on the
five-eights mile Fairground
Speedways until 1987. A crowd
of 22,500 atteriaed last Saturday's Music City 420 for Grand
National drivers.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The man who brought Murray
State University its only undefeated freshman basketball
team is leaving.
Kayo Willis has accepted the
position of head basketball
coach at the University of
Alabama (Huntaville).
In 1970-71, the'Murray State
freshman team compiled a 21-0
record and was ranked as the
sixth best freshman basketball
team in the nation.
Willis has been a legend in
every town in which he has
coached.
During his 15 years of prep
coaching in Illinois, Willis
compiled an incredible won-lost
'record of 267-89.
His career as a high school
coach began at tiny Equality
High School where he remained
for three years before becoming
coach at Carrier Mills High
School.
At Carrier Mills, Willis'
teams compiled a six year mark
of 130 wins against only 21
losses.
Willis moved from Carrier
Mills to Pinckneyvthe where he
coached for two years before
staying four years at Lincoln

Your Ford Dealer's Third Annual
Happy lc Wagon Sale

PARKER _FORD, Inc.

Corner of 7th & Main

Phone 753-5273
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

MUSTANG FASTBACK-1968, CHEVROLET PICKUP-1953, in PRIVATE BANJO lessons, folk
IN three speed double powered.:good condition. Phone 4924648 and blue
grass music. ApPhone 753-6965.
M19P pointment available, Monday
M19C before 6:00 p.m.
through Saturday, beginning 4:15
BUICK SPORTS wagon—I969, PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE II- p.m. Call Chuck's Music Center,
M19C
power and air, new tires, low 1965, two door, good condition. 753-3682.
M19C
mileage. Phone 753-7381 from Phone 753-7963.
9:00 a.m. till 5:00
p.m.
.
M21C
WILL DISC and break gardens,
omp e
ome
CHEVELLE SS-396-1970, cowl also do bushhogging. Contact
FORD i.TD-1965 hardtop, vinyl induction, U.S. Maga, new tires, Eddie Jones,753-2547.
Remodeling
h122P
roof, full power, air, low mileage, tape player, factory stripes.
migp
Real nice. See at 1809 College sharp! phone 436..2385.
FOR ALL your additionsFarm Road. Phone 753-1603 after
remodeling, residential or
Ml&P PLYMOUTH "CUDA"-1971,
5:00p.m.
753-0961
commercial. New or old. Free
mag wheels. Phone 753-0161 after estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
LEGAL NOTICE
CAMARO-1967-250, power 6:00p.m.
M19P
steering and brakes,Sears radial
OF
COMMONWEALTH
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. THE
tires. Excellent condition,. Phone
CALLOWAY
KENTUCKY,
TFC
FURY-1969.
PLYMOUTH
Also
Phone
Part-1)6424551:
M18C
753-5509.
Circuit Court BANK OF
1960 Chevrolet, pickup truck.
,JERRRY'S REFINISHING & MURRAY, Plaintiff, VERSUS
Phone
or
M23C
753-0435
753-1414.
DODGE 440-1964, very nice.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles EDD FRANK KIRK and wife,
Economical. Power, air, low
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. REBA KIRK; CHARLOTTEE
mileage, no rust. Runs excellent. HEY VACATIONEERS!!'1968
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- WHITNELL and husband, WILL
Phone 753-5208 after 5:00 p.m.
Dodge truck and camper, fully 8837.
TFC H. WHITNELL Defendant.
MP.
NOTICE OF SALE
equipped and completely self
By virtue of a judgment and
contained. Low miles. Phone 753CHEVROLET PICKUP 1989 with 9840 after 5:00p.m.
M22C CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY order of sale of the Calloway
camper cover. All power,
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet Circuit Court 'wilt-led at the
TFC
automatic transmission, air CHEVROLET
PICKUP-1954, Master 489-2504.
April 13, Term thereof 1973, in the
conditioned. Good condition. sharp! 12 volt system, radio,
above cause, for the sum of
M 18P Chevrolet Caprice interior, BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Phone 436-2176.
Thirty Two Thousand Five
battery, also bank gravel, fill dirt and Hundred and no-100 ($32,500)
new
carpeted,
topsoil.
Phone
metal
Hardin, 354.4138,
CORVET1"E-1965,custom
generator, fuel pump and tires.
Dollars, with interest at the rate
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
flake paint, many extras. Ex- Other extras. Phone 753of 7 per cent per annum for the
cellent condition. Phone Hick- 5885
M21C'
ONE WEEK special-Scissors, 27th day of January 1970, until
man,Ky. 236-3292 after 5:00
paid and its cost therein I shall
M22P VOLKSWAGEN VAN 1970, ex- and pinking schears, sharpened
p.m.
only 39 cents per pair. At Murray proceed to offer for sale at the
cellent condition. one 753Sewing Center, your Singer Court House door in the City of
CHEVROLET PICKUP truck, 9457.
M21C dealer, Belau'. Shopping CenMurray Kentucky, to the highest
1967, with long wide bed, 327
M19C bidder, at public auction on the
ter.
motor, automatic transmission,
28th day of May 1973, at 1:00
Power steering- 39,000 miles- NOVA SS-1972, four
speed, PAINTING—HOMES, churches, o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon
M22P excellent condition. Priced to sell
Phone 753-6215.
a na commercial. Reasonable prices a credit of six months, the
'w and guaranteed quality. For free following described property, to:quickly' plimers34777 atter u.
M21C detailed written estimate call wit:
Clayton & Jarvis at 437-4712 Beginning at the southwest
.
THUNDERBIRD-1981 . New (Wadesboro).
corner of Lot No 38 as shown on
If You
paint, good tires, $195.00. Phone
June 5P the plat of the town of Murray,
Miss
M21C
4364570.
Kentucky, said plat being of
R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality record in Deed Book "H" at page
Phone
Please
work guaranteed. Business and 496, Calloway County Clerk's
SERVICES OFFERED
residential. Free estimates. office at Murray, Kentucky; east
Your
PLUMBING & Phone day or night Mayfield 247- following the south line of said lot
Paper Carrier SCARBOROUGH
TFC 80 feet to an iron post; thence
Electric. Repairs made on all jet 7201.
north 100 feet to an iron post;
and submersable well pumps. 24
First
service. DOG GROOMING, poodles and thence west 80 feet to the west
emergency
hour
If No Results:
Authorized Myers dealer, Phone schnauzers. Can pick up and line of said lot; thence south
May 31C deliver. Phone 753-0836 before following the west line, 100 feet to
753-5543.
Phone
12.00 noon.
M23C the beginning.
PAINTING. EXTERIOR, imp
In addition to the above753-1916
tenor. Commercial or residen- WILL BABY—SIT in New described
real property, the
tial. All work quality guaranteed. Concord area. Experienced. building and improvements are
Before 5:00 p.m.,
For free estimates pbone Sam- Contact Linda Crawford at .also conveyed by this instrument.
Then
& Pittman Motel, behind New
Painting
Atkins
mie
This property is also known as
Decorating, Hardin, Ky. 437- Concord Grocery.
After 5:30 p.m. and
M19C the Murray National Hotel
June 7C
4534.
property.
Until 6:30 p.m.
CARPET
CLEANING—
For the purchase price, the
WILL DO aluminum siding, Professional.
Commercial or purchaser must execute bond,
753-7278
roofing, guttering on homes. residential at
reasonable prices. with approved securities, bearing
Phone 753-8783 for free
Free esstimate. Will furnish legal interest from the day of
M21P
estimates
references. Phone Handyman, sale, until paid and having the
753-5837.
M 18NC force and effect of a judgment.
BLON DIE
brush
trash
DO
and
WILL
Bidders will be prepared to
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
wc FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank comply promptly with thes
7534130.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC terms. (Purchaser being given
the right and privilege to pay
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest cash and accrued interest at any
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and Control, phone 753-3914 100 South time before the six months ex
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or 13th Street, "Every day you pire ).
753-7625 nights.
TFC delay lets bugs have their way." Frank L. Ryan
Commissioner
Master
TFC
Court May
Circuit
CALLOWAY
&
Interior
Willie's
PAINTING:
PROFESSIONAL POODLE and
11-18-25C
Free Schnauzer dipping and grooming
Painting.
Exterior
estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00 with a personal touch. By apa.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after pointment. Lyn Dunn, phone 753- THE COMMONWEALTH OF
June 5C 4881
June 18P KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
4:130p.m.
Circuit Court THE OXFO
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING; DAVID KELLER teaching FINANCE COMPANIES, INC.,
carpets, furniture, floors and swimming lessons, hour a day. PLAINTIFF, VERSUS DEAN C.
walls. Service Master, all you 5 days a week for one month. BLLICT and wife, MARY LOU
need to know about cleaning phone 753_4498.
M21C BLLXT Defendant.
Phone Mayfield collect 247-7333.
NOTICE OF SALE
June 5C
By virtue of a judgment and
ASPHALT PAVING—driveways,
WILL DO any type of carpenter parking lots, seal coating. For order of sale of the Calloway
work. Large or small jobs. New free estimate phone Joe Ford Circuit Court rendered at the
May I, Term thereof 1973, in the
or remodeling Phone 753Construction
Company,
Two
May 30C Mayfield, 247-6937.
7955.
May 30C above cause, for the sum of
Thousand Ninety Five and 79-100
MME111.11M11111. ($2,095.79) Dollars, with interest
at the rate of six per cent per
Spiders
Termites
annum from the 15th day of June
1972, until paid and its cost
Eat Your Home
therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public
Roaches
auction on the ZItth day of May
Carry Germs
1973, at 1:00 o'clock pm , or
therabout, upon a credit of six
months, the following described
property, to-wit:
Lot 627 in Unit Two I 2 of the
Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision as
shown by plat of the same which
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
Is of record in Plat Book No. 2 at
summer.
Winter
and
round...
page No. one (1) in the office
the
Clerk of the Calloway County
INSPECTION
FREE
FOR
CALL TODAY
Court.
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
For the purchase price, the
purchaser must execute bond,
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of
sale, until paid, and having the
force and effect of a ARigmentBidders will be prepared to
Murray, Ky.
comply promptly with these
100S. 13th Street
terms. ,
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite

the school is
rowing stage
enrollment of
be doubled in
a.
nly five years
rthe first time
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a great exIn Murray
five years,"
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Protect Your Home!

KELLEY'S TERMITE
•
PEST CONTROL

le 753-5273
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We haviLa large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.
70 ACRES-511 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY - West of
Almo-hasn't been farmed recently but has approximately 55
acres tenable. Bush hogged recently. Good well. $25,000.00.
37 ACRES ON DR DOUGLASS RD. with new well and pumpapproximatley 6 miles east of Murray. Don't pads up this
bargain. $12,000.00.

1601 CATALINA DRIVE—THREE BEDROOM brick.veneer
house on wide and deep lot. An kitchen appliances (C&F.4.th
plenty of cabinets, washer and dryer, furniture in Me
bedroom. Really a bargain at $24,900.00.

1612 CATALINA DRIVE-3 Bedroom Brick Veneer house,
carpeted, plenty built-ins. New and ready to move in-Best
part is the price-$17,500.00.

FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On
large corner lot, Ilth and poplar. Has 5 bedrooms, 2 baths,
central heat and air, 3 fireplaces, 3 car carport, dishwasher,
disposal, basement. large patio, all modern conveniences
and extremely well built. Located near schools and downtown. Shown by appointment only.

KIRKSEY—BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer
house, all built-ins, 2 baths, beauty shop in house, built on 1'4
acres, has 2 car work shop and waiting for new owner
$37,000.00.

AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four bedroom brick veneer.
Large living room, family room, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
and patio. On nice corner lot.
door opener, paved drive

EXTRA NICE ONE BEDROOM AND BATH HOME at 910
Pogue Ave Brick and stone, carpet, large living room.
$8,950.00.

REAL NICE BRICK HOME in Lynn Grove. Has 3 bedrooms,
baths, built-ins. Family room with fireplace, city water
and on wooded lot 95'x490'and priced to sell.

SUNSHINE NURSERY at 305 N. 7th St. Has aluminum
siding, large lot and 3 baths. Owner's apt. has 4 bedrooms.
Some carpets. All furniture and fixtures except in owners
apartment. Could accomodate 35 children. Shown by appointment only. Call for details.

IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray on 121
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer. Large living room, kitchen
and dining combination, PI baths, 34 acre lot. All this for
only $19,500.00.

ON NORTH FORK CHURCH ROAD, 44 mile north, of Lynn
Grove Road, a large three bedroom brick home, two baths,
large lot. All paneled, carpets and built-in range. Has carport, electric heat, and good well. Priced to sell. $21,500.00.
AT PANORAMA SHORES,extra nice 4 bedroom brick home
on large lot. Year around home. Has 2 baths, carport and on
paved street. Has fireplace, dishwasher and draperies. A lot
of house for the price. Call us for more details.
1613 BELMONT—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer home
with central heat and air, 2 baths, new carpet, all built-ins
and nice size out building. Look, only $27,000.00.
HARDWARE STORE IN HAZEL. All stock, building and lot.
Building is in good condition. Can be bought at a bargain.
KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hwys. 68 and 80,
with 3 acres and all fixtures, also cottage with 4 units. A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect location. Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office.
A LARGE LIBRARY IN THIS LOVELY BRICK home in
Bagwell Manor. Has three bedrooms, central heat and air, 3
baths, built-ins. Drastically reduced.
WESTWOOD---HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL brick veneer
duplex. Two bedrooms on each side with stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, and central heat and air. Located on large lot
and priced to sell.
1618 SYCAMORE EXTENDED—Exceptionally large three
bedroom brick veneer house on 121'x197' feet lot, central heat
(gas I and air, two baths, fully carpeted, two car garage and
completely new One of the finer homes in Murray. Truly
deluxe. Call for appointment to see.
LYNN GORVE BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer house on approximately one acre, with central heat
and air, two baths, fireplace and large family room. 22'x22'
work shop in back Can't pass up at 833,000.00.
NEAR HARDIN IARGE THREE bedroom brick veneer
house on 5'1 acres. One bathroom, good well, built-in oven
and range, and has good barn. Acreage is cleared and
fenced. Excellent pasture. Price can't be wrong.
CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street.—
New attractive three bedroom brick veneer house with
central heat and air, two baths, two car garage, fully carpeted, and almost ready for possession. Must look at this
price $34,500.00
central air
ON DORAN ROAD, THREE BEDROOM brick,
Huge
and heat, two tile baths, formal dining room, foyer.
hardliving room and family room. All built-ins, beautiful
wood floors, carport.
NICE BRICK DUPLEX AT 204 IRVAN on nice shady lot
Two bedrooms and bath each apartment Drapes and air
conditioners. Also 12'x18' storage building Priced right
Barkley
FIVE ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON
bridge On
Lake. All are wooded and with view of Highway 68
location and
paved road and city water This is a prime
priced right.

811 NORTH 16TH STREET—Four bedroom masonry house
plus two complete apartments. Built on 100'x200' size lot,
central heat and air. Live and rent, or live and have separate
quarters for relatives. Zoned R-4, and Priced to move.
DUPLEX-901 STORY—TWO BEDROOMS each, brick
veneer with central heat and air, all built-ins, fully carpeted
and in good location Priced right. $27,500.00.
NEW HOUSE ON 1208 PEGGY ANN DRIVE, three bedroom
brick veneer house, central heat and air, fully carpeted, two
baths, built-ins to include all dishwasher and single carport.
You can't turn this one down at $25,500.00.
EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1614 KEENLAND. New 3
bedroom home with all built-Ms, 2 baths, family room. Large
double garage has big storage room. Also has covered patio
and central heat and air. A most desirable home. Call us to
see.
FOUR MILES NORTH OF MURRAY we have the Herman
I kviris home and used car business for sale. House consists of
3 bedrooms, kitchen with all built-ins, large living room with
- fireplace, beautiful family room, full basement, central heat
and air. Has both garage and carport, all fenced with chain
link fence. Several out buildings, good pond. Clean up shop is
50546'. Lots of parking out front, office space. All this and 6
acres of land. Give us a call and look at this beautiful home
and business
905 GATESBOROUGH DRIVE. Here is a brand new 4
bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, fully
carpeted, all built-ins, dishwasher included and two baths.
Right time for good buy at $35,500.00.
i'RIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150' frontage and extra deep. Ideal for
most types of businesses. Call for details.
BEAUTIFUL WATER FRONT LOT,size 50'x120', Pine Bluff
Shores-- Let's Look!
NEW-807 GUTHRIE- THREE BEDROOM brick veneer
house with central heat electric ) and air, fully carpeted, two
baths, single car garage and plenty of built-ins. Almost
ready for occupancy. Call for an appointment.—$27,500.00.
511 SOUTH 8TH STREET—Attractive three bedroom frame
house,frestily painted, two baths, large den,'fenced back
yard,on 75':185' size lot. Really: priced righf—$19,500.00.
IN GATESBOROUGH, BEAUTIFUL HOME with ten rooms,
double cat garage, fireplace, central gas heat, central air
conditioning, 3 baths, 4 bedrooms, carpeting throughout. Try
and build this one for the asking price.
ON OLIVE STREET, four bedroom home with central gas
heat, bath on each floor, separate garage in the back yard,
also has fireplace. This price is $16,900.00. Better hurry, it
won't last long.
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
Check with us for residential or commercial lots.
NfCE DUPLEX-14T 1100 Fairlane. Two bedrooms each side
Drapes and air conditioners. Pull down stairway for storage
Range and refrigerator in one apartment. Call for details.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings

Phone 753-7724

901 Sycamore St
Our Sales Staff . . .
Home Phones:

Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Guy Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Jack Persall 753-8961
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-6422
HELLO
PEPPERMINT
4
PATT.(?

Hi, CHUCK ,1 6EE,lAtir A
5UVRI5E...HOWNE trE3EI4?

FINE,THANK 40U... I'LL 6ET
It16RT 10 THE 1004T...1104) Af!,01/T
ittlUlt TEAM FtAON6OW TEAM
IN A OENErIT 0A5EeAli GAME
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REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE
FIVE ACRE farms and half acre
lots on Kirby Jennings Trail near
Chandler Park and Kentucky
Lake. See our representatives,
Steve Hamrick or Bob Rodgers at
the Ken Shores Estates property
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Take Ky. 444 at New Concord to
Hamlin, then turn left on Kirby
Jennings Trail to property.
Choice sites are available. John
C. Neubauer, Real Estate, 7430101 or 753-7531. 208 South 4th
Street, Murray, Kentucky. M19C

FRIDAY-MAY 18. 1973

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . ..

753-1916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

MUSIC
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, PIANO TUNING and Repair. NICE
AIR conditioned two FURNISHED APARTMENTS, UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
brick home, carpeted, three Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
bedroom 10' wide mobile home, living room, kitchen,
bathroom house, one block from campus.
Large bedrooms, living room, craftsman Piano Technician
located in University Heights and shower and bath. One
or two Stove and refrigerator furnished.
den, 'kitchen, with built-ins, Guild.
TFC Mobile Home park. Phone 753- bedrooms.
Zimmerman Apart- $110.00 per month. Available now.
utility, two baths, double garage
6406or 753-1566.
M23C ments, South 16th Street, 753- Phone 753-7802, if no answer
with storage room, patio, central
6609.
M21C
June 15C phone 753-4099.
heat and air, nice lot. Immediate BALDWEN
PIANOS and organs. THREE BEDROOM house,
possession. Phone 7534742 after Rent to
purchase plan. Lonardo referenced required. Phone 753- REAL NICE mobile
home, 10' MODERN BEAUTIFUL Valarah
5:00p.m.
1.124C Piano Company, across
from 2812 or 753-8986.
MI9P and 12' wide. Apply in person only Lee Apartments, unfurnished, 2
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
Mlle
after 5:00 p.m. at 413 Sycamore bedrooms, bath, utility, living
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
street.
MIIC room, kitchen. Air conditioned,
Sharpe Street, beside park, near
TWO FURNISHED apartments
refrigerator, range, garbage
PIANO
schools, shopping
TUNING-Repair- in Murray on Poplar Street.
center,
disposal. Carpeted. Phone 753rebuilding.
university. Phone(606) 549Prompt expert Phone 753-7333.
M23C NICE SMALL apartment, fur- =5.
M24C
2494.
June 18C service. 15 years experience.
nished. Phone 7534044.
hi2/C
42 ACRE farm with large planRebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W.
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
tation home in Dukedom, Tenn.
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky,. Phone
HELP WANTED
furnished, private entrance, air PASTURE FOR calves. Phone
Phone Mayfield 247-1245. M23C COUNTRY LOTS for sale. Call
TFC conditioned,
Sam Harris 753-8061 or your 753-8911.
M21P
refrigerator. 753-7918.
WANTED
BABY-SITTER,
Zimmerman Apartments, South
May 24C
referenc
es required. Phone 753USED
BALDWI
organ,
N
Baldwin
16th. Phone 753-6609.
COTTAGE ON lake, Keniana
M29C
grand piano, console piano
TRAILER, NICE, bath and at, 6345 between 8:00 a.m. and 3:30
Subdivision, three bedrooms, air TRI-LEVEL four bedroom
, extra Loriardo Piano Company, across THREE
two
bedrooms, near university. PIM
M21C
BEDRO
OM unfurnished
conditioned, all utilities, large large rooms, central heat
and air from post office, Paris, Ten- house
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. M21C
near
universi
lot. Will finance. Phone 753ty,
$00.00
per
( gas), good well, 9 miles from nessee.
M18C month. Available June 1. Phone
6825.
M19C Murray, 5 minutes from lake.
SALESMAN WANTED; national
7534291.
M118C
company, largest in its field, due
Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m.
TWO
THREE BEDROOM house,
BEDROOM 10':40' house to promoti
SPINET-CONSOLE
on
piano.
has immediate
June
4C
living room, large den and dining
Wanted responsible party to take FURNISHED HOUSE, near trailer, on private lot, three opening. $12,000.00 first year
blocks
area, kitchen, bath, utility room,
universi
from
ty.
college.
Ideal
Phone 753- potential. Group insuran
for four
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
ce,
all fully carpeted, large patio. On YEAR ROUND water front can be seen locally. Write credit boys-girls. Phone 753-7575, or 753- 7833.
M21C company paid retirement,
24 acre lot. Possession June 15. ?rale, four hadrams: 114 baths, Manager, P.O.
0669.
M18C
company car furnished. A career
Box 276,
NEATLY FURNISHED one or opportun
Phone 753-7314.
M21C central heat and air, huge patio. Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. M19P
ity. Must be 21 years of
Phone 436-5574.
two
bedroom
M19C
TWO MOBILE homes, furnished
apartment, car- age, married and settled.
Call
BY OWNER, four bedroom, 11
with living room extensions. One peted and air conditioned. May Orkin Exterminating
/
2
Company,
baths, carpeted, full basement
located at Hardin, and one west be seen at Kelly's Pest Control. Padueah 4424251 between
8:00
FOR RENT
home, 21
/
2 acres, on blacktop ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay,
of Almo. Phone 753-6920.
M18C Located 100 South 13th Street.
a.m. and 5:00 p.m for inroad. Phone 7534333 or 753-7671. off Kentucky Lake, across from
M21C
terview.
8618C
Shown by appointment.
M21C Lakeway Shores and Panorama FURNISHED OR unfurnished FURNISHED APARTMENT,
Shores. Good private location. apartment, two bedrooms, fully nicely furnished, air conditioned, NICE EFFICIENCY apartment, WANTED
RELIABLE person
GOOD TWO bedroom house on Adjoining T.V.A. boundary. carpeted. Available now. Phone $50.00 per month. Phone 436-2323 lots of cabinets and closet space.
willing to work, doing muffler
Pa acre lot two miles east of 16.000.00. Phone 436-242'7 or 753- 7534331.
June 12C or 436-2427.
MISC 8 miles from Murray. No pets. and
brake type work. Chance for
Murray. Phone 753-7941.
Phone 753-8333 or 753-7671. M21C
M21P 8997
June 5P
salary advancement and Blue
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Cross Insurance plan. Call 7534487.
HELP WANTED
.:4(
00:0
M19C
100:
C.CC:C.CCM.CA:
W.:44:*::*:**
::CCOCCO;;CMICKA:
:
41 4:*:*:310
1:
(:
0
CV.

NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP OPPORTUNITY
)
1;

41;
rt

This Committee will accept applications for Apprentice electrical wiremen beginning June 18, 1973,
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. each work day during
the
year at I.B.E.W. Hall, 4516 Clarks River Road.
All
applications must be completed by June 30, 1973, to be
considered for this year's class.

The Price Is Right on the home pictured above! This is the
home with that "just out Of town" appeal. Four or five
bedroom, natural gas and electric heat, large lot, two baths,
carpet throughout, could rent upstairs as seperate apartment. $19,500.00 will let you move in.
There's no J
home with y'
your own
sell!

.y . .ut

plea

ummer if you own a
m brick home, plus
yours. It's priced to

1664 Blemonte is the address of the lovely, three bedroom
brick that we have on the market. l'his home features two
baths, carpet, paved drive and fenced in yard. Let us make
an appointment to show this one to you.
An exceptionally big lot (82 X 477: is just one of thefeatures
of this home. Located close to shopping center and schools.
Three bedroom and two baths. If you would like your own
garden this summer this is the place for you.
Immediate possession can be had with the three bedroom
brick located on Keenland. This house features central heat
and air, carpet, garbage disposal, built-in range and oven
and drapes. Owners have left town and are anxious to move
this property
Approximately Pt miles out of town is the home Chat every
heart desires. Three bedrooms, two baths, central heat
and
air, carpet and drapes. This home is beautifully decorated
and landscaped an must be seen to be appreciated. Let us
show it to you.
Want some extra income Let us tell you about the trailer
court that we've just listed. Would be appealing for those who
like that quite, easy living.
We have three, seperate apartment house, all within walking
distance to town. Give us a call and we'll show you all three.
If this pretty spring weather turns your thoughts to building
that dream home then give us a chance to show you the
choice lots that we have listed. We have the size and location
to fit your need.
Many folks think that summer is the time to start that
business venture of their dreams. this is your dream then
we're the people to see.
s Spring cleaning time,so why not make a clean sweep and
let ROBERTS REALTY hel ou with that new home!

An excellent set-up for the home type business is the house a...!
and shop that we have at Hazel. The house is a four
bedroom,
carpet and drapes, well kept home. The shop has
two over- m,
head doors and would be ideal for that "car"
minded man.
Ityou want to use your imagination for decorating your own
business building, let us help you select the building and
location. We have a good selection of vacant buildings ideally
designed for that special business.

tit
a.

The fishin's good on Kentucky Lake so why not catch your :410.
share! We have some excellent cottages and lots that would t
make it mighty easy to spend some lazy days. One of the
most desirable listings in a double wide, mobile home on
a
corner lot in Panorama Shores The price includes mobile
!
ic
home, lot and all furniture and appliances.
On Blood River, overlooking Kentucky Lake, is a cottage
with large. screened in porch and all the furniture
for only
$13,000.00. Included in the furnishings are a colored T.V.
and
dishwasher.

All applicants must fully meet the following
minimum qualifications-toqualify fur interview.

If you haven't seen exactly what your looking
for in this ad
then give us a call. If it can be found,
we'll find it We are
multiple listing Realtors and will help you
find your dream. If
you have property to sell we are always
ready to help you
find a buyer. List your property with
us and give us a chance
to help you. We are exclusively real
estate and ever mindful
of our customer.
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12th and::.
Sycamore.'

NOT!

NOTICE
Mr. Aubrey Farris sold his grocery store on Route 5,
April 30, 1973, to Leonard and Betty Schindler from
Illinois.
Mr. Farris owned and operated this grocery for 44
years in the same location. He and his late wife, Faye
raised three children while operating this grocery.
Betty and Leonard Shindler are delighted to be the
new owners of the previous Farris Grocery.
Mr.ane Mrs. Shindler have a daughter, Marilyn who
attends Calloway County High School and helps in the
store, William their son goes to New Concord
Elementary School. They also have 5 sons in Illinois.
The new name of the store will Ls the 1. & B.
Grocery. Do drop in and get acquainted:
We will have a grand opening June- 22 and 23. There
will be gilts and prizes for everyone.
LEONARD AND BETTY SCHINDLER.

S.

To the Voters of
Murray and Calloway County
Dear Friends:
John B. Watson, candidate for Sheriff, is
my father-in-law. He is reading this letter
tonight for the first time, just as you are. I
have taken it upon myself to write in his
behalf because I believe John B. is the only
candidate fully capable of exercising the
duties of the office of Sheriff of Callowa,
County with the dignity, honesty, dependability, and efficiency that the people
expect and deserve.

The duties and responsibilities of the
Sheriff will remain the same regardless of
who occupies the offfice. The only question
that remains is which candidate has the
ability to fully assume and carry out those
duties and responsibilities. I know John B
and I know his capabilities. N'ou could make
no better choice for Sheriff. Please vote for
him on May 29.

4. PHYSICAL CONDITION - Physical exam or other
reliable evidence required.
Each applicant who meets all basic requirements
will be interviewed by the Committee. The interviewers will consider: reliability, interest, attitude,
judgement. cooperativeness, as well as other personal
traits.
All applications will be received without regards to
race, color, religion, national origin or sex.

Thank You;

0
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William D. Daugherty .

VOTE

WANTED
treasurers in
Write giving
Cadiz, Ky. 422

WANT TO
equipment in
desks, two c
machines a
Phone Glen S
2753.

•
•
•

WANT TO B
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8194.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BUYER OF
also logs, pul
4147.

WANT TO B
rake. Phone
p.m.

WANT TO B
canoe, wood
2289 after 5:

JOHN B. WATSON
Sheriff- of Calloway County

•
•
a
•
Political ad paid for by Wm.
D. Daugherty,
•
511
So. 11th
.
a
•
FOCI
9••••••****
•
•
PEST CONTROL
WANTED TO RENT
• FOR
JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY & 'AUCTION
nf*1 best in pest -rontrat WANT
•
CO.
TOMENTAllifure for 2 or
• service and termite
a, IlIt Sycamore
control call 3 heifers. Will repair
Murray.Ky.
fences if
•
Superio
r
Exterminating Com- needed. Phone
re
767-2357 or 767pany, 753-7266.
TE(' +462 after 6:00 p.m.
M24C

Office Phone: 753-1651
Hoyt Roberts 753-3924 L:!
.
Ray Roberts 753-5583v
T. C. Collie 753-5122
:*•.*
*xiors::10.-.4.7401coe.KAT:10 clic rocs:400.74ccs: oy.315

C

-THE INN

Each applicant must meet all basic requirements to
be eligible for interview. Apprentices will be selected
in order of their ranking resulting from rating-of interviewers.

LAKE BARKLEY COTTAGE
Three Bedroom home with basement on nice lot in Blue
Springs Estates, near Late Barkley State Park.
TO-TOO-TWO
To see is to believe!
Too good to pass.
Two bedroom, carpeted home
Two blocks from shopping.
Nice, Neat, North 18th.
The Big Deals aren't just in fantasy or on
T.V. They're at
ROBERTS REALTY
COUNTRY HOME
ON
ON 5 ACRES
3 Bedroom house, Nice shady yard, several outbuildings. 818.000.
1900 FEET FRONTAGE
$t;
Land frontage on two paved roads with building
sites
it.
for only $8000.
SIX BEDROOMS
Three in Camelot. Three in Bagwell Manor Both
homes are centrally heated and air conditioned They
•lh
offer luxurious living with shag carpet, dish washer,
garbage disposal, and convenient utility. Choose
:
31*.
today!
HIGHWAY 68 EAST
Near Lake Barkley, Commercial
building sites.
tourists travel by your regularly.
.CALL TODAY
Keith Hays 489-2488
John Randolph 753-8382,
Joretta Randolph 753-838i
•-

Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing
.

3. APTITUDE TEST - S-72R

For the fellow that would like to "till the soil" let us show ?I;
yciu the 47 acres that we have east of Murray. This is listed at p*.
$10,600.00:
sigg
Also, just listed, is 20 acres of land and a five room house
approximately 4 miles North of Murray. There are eleven 7,
acres of crop land. Included in the price is a large garage 'elf,
with concrete floor. Drop by and let us tell you more about 0(..
this place.

* Member of Multiple Listing *
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE .

I. AGE - 18 to 24 inclusive - A maximum of 4 years
adjustment for military service is available for
those who qualify.
•
2. EDUCATION - High School Graduation, One Year
Algebra, Transcript required.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

I have known John B. for many years as
only a member of one's family can; in his
home, his church, his business and his
personal dealings. John B. is always the
same-straightforward, sincere, honest,
dependable. intelligent and unyielding in his
principles. I've never known anyone.
family, friend, or stranger, who called on
John B. for help or advice that didn't
receive the very best he had to give. John B.
is, the. kind ,..of iii)n who takes to hand
whatever task or responsibility presents
itself and gets the job done without thought
of recognition or reward.

.
F
.se
,m1g
To Tell The Truth, anyone trould fall in love with this ;lig
beautiful tri-level. It is locttedsin Kingswood Subdivision and
is a real buy The Owner is moving and is anxious to make
someone happy by selling him this house. Let us show it to et;
you!
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FOR SALE
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FRESH AFRICAN LOBSTER
/I OMAHA SIRLOIN STEAK
'A 0/

SI•r% III:: 01 lurid

I oto..tri

0/ • liart"0:111.11

$499 Fri., Sat

PAUL WELCH
PRECAST
• Se PTIC PONS

soled

•MAIft CISifewS

it Ii

•• iit

Sun.
As( r,Ils. taKs

hi

LOBSTER DINNER S595
Here or Go!

PAUL WELCH
NOM.'et*

Pre-Cast

197,

CONCRETE PRODUCTS
Vihy buLanythint_else but a Lifetime
Septic Tank made from cement?.
We also have Water Cisterns
and Manholes
Come Out and See Us, on Hwy. 94-E,
or Phone for Information at 753-0277

RAY'S
LOUNGE
South Fulton,
Tenn.
Appearing Saturday Nile
May litth

FREE

*

Auto Air Conditioner Inspection
Let our GM factory trained mechanics check your air
conditioner system before the hot weather gets here,free
of charge.
We will replace freoo for $4.50 labor plus freon on
comfortron and regular air conditioners.
CADILIAC-OLDSMOBIIF,-PONTIAC

NOTICE

Not sure it your life
insurance covers your
needs? I can help you.

David Peace
Rt. 7, Box 2113
Murray, Ky.
733-9413

Life
0Metropolitan
N•vo York. N Y
We sell life insurance
But our business is life

MAIN STREET

Pt

-THE INN PLACE to GOFREE 1300T give away, every
Friday (women's, men's or
girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
Western Store and Shoe Repair.
Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC

SOFTBALL
JERSEYS

•Arailable Full Time
•Trained
•Experienced
•Qualified

WANTED ANTIQUES and
treasurers in excellent condition.
Write giving details to Box 637,
June 7C
Cadiz, Ky. 47211.
WANT TO BUY hay mower and
rake Phone 753-9773 after ,5:00
Mlt
p.m.
WANT TO BUY; used office
equipment in good condition. Two
desks, two chairs, two adding
machines and two typewriters.
Phone Glen Starks, 753M21C
2753.
WANT TO BUY English saddle,
gnelfftondition. Phone 492M21C
8194.
WANT TO BUY used 15' or 17'
canoe, wood or metal. Phone 436M21NC
2289 after 5:00 p.m.
LOST& lilt ND

NI

LOST WHITE part poodle-part
spin male dog with black collar
and flea collar. Answers to name
of Cognac. Lost Saturday night.
Reward offered. Phone 753-3511
days or 753-9218 after 6:00
M21C
p.m.
FOR SALE OR LEASE

for 2 or
flees if
or 767M24C

FOUR ROOM house and 8 bay
clean up shop, located South 12th
Street, Murray. Contact Used
Car Exchange, 220 Tyson Ave.,
Paris, Tennessee, phone 642M21('
(1231.

. Happy 25th Anniversary
Hubert & Joan Barnes
Love,
from All of Us

NOTICE
All business privilege and vehicle licenses for the
City of Murray expired May 1. This applies to each
business operated within the City of Murray and to all
motor vehicles,including motorcycles and motorbikes.
All licenses become delinquent on June 1, and a ten per
cent (10 per cent) penalty will be added on that date.

RAY'S LOUNGE, South Fulton,
your
Tennessee. We want
business. Come have a good time
with us and relax. Open every
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nite. Always have good name
bands. All ages can dance. You'll
like our music. Open 7:00 p.m.
Cover $2.00 each. The inn place to
June 18C
relax.

REPATR SPECIAL on all make
sewing machines. General
servicing and adjust tension only
15.75, plus parts, at Murray
Sewing Center, your Singer
dealer, Belair Shopping CenM19C
ter

MOBILE HOME, 12'00', two
bedrooms, 144 baths, central air,
natural gas heat, underpenning.
Phone Jim Ingle 762-3800 after
M22P
8:00p.m.

• GET INTO THE FOOD
SERVICE FIELD
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
Well pay you 5307 70 a month
while, we train you for a,job
in food services. Plus, free
meals, housing, clothing and
medical benefits. Plenty of
opportunity for advancement
when you complete training
Contact the Army Man. Call
247-4535

KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
variety of pistols. Buy now while
you can still get than at
reasonable prices. Country Boy
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
from Hopkinsvthe, Junction 117
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
p.m.
MlIC

0th, i
1.1,9* I k•
Fakes..
Prim.. Omaha Sirloins ii a
18 or T
Big 11 er
1f. Oth.i.
Cti
TRIANGLE INN
ci ),/,)

REDWOOD SWING, 48". Can be
seen at 1624 Olive or piione 7531712.
M21NC
15' FIBERGLASS boat, 35 H.P.
motor with trailer. Phone 4365881.
M21P

CARPORT SALE, May 18, and
19, Friday and Saturday at 309
South 15th, 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. YELLOW 27"-10 speed bicycle,
All new items. Two 12 volt bat- 2 weeks old. Phone 753-7329 from
M21NC
teries, cameras, developer, 7:00-9:00p.m.
radio, luggage, tape recorder,
typewriter, dishes, clothes,
FOR SALE
Singer sewing attachments, car
1973 12171 Jefferson
vacuum cleaner, and household
Trailer. Entire contents
MAC
items galore.
goes with it. Must sell soon.
Reduced. Call before 3:00
and
FRYERS
RABBITS:
753-0028.
breeding stock. Reagan's RabM18C
bitry. Phone 753-4011
7 H.P. CRAFTSMAN riding
BREAKFAST SET, five piece, mower, 32" cut. Phone 437-4693
M19C
$20.00. Phone 753-1757 after 1:00 after 6:00 p.m.
M18C
p.m.
REPOSSESSED WURLITZER
new. J & B Music, 753COMPARE, SAVE Seamless organ,like
M22C
aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter 7575.

& melt.

Fri., Sat. 8 Sun.
753-4953

For Sale
(Moving-Must sell by Monday night)
3 sets Of box springs & Mattresses, full size by Beauty Rest
Jamison & Nashville Bedding. 1 maple bed (twin), complete 1 5
drawer chest & matching night stand, 1-maple corner cabinet 1
maple dinette set, very old, with 2 leaves & 4 matching chairs
One glass door pie safe, portable typewriter with table one set
ladies golf clubs with nice bag, one electric grille, 8 yards
upholstery material (cOst S7.95 yd.), cheap; 4 antique dinette
chairs. 4 air conditioners, 2 710 volt, 1 room sire, I•270 volt 16,500
BTU, 1-20,000 BTU,: Gibson 10ft automatic defrost refrigerator
(white). 15 factory built store panels, 3 ft. x 7 ft high, just bolt
together to partition Or build utility building. 1 GE portable 19TV., real goOd Other small items, percolators, canister sets,

bedspreads, etc
Phone 753-1257 or see at 1011 No. 7th Weet,

SALE!!
4 Atlas Pacesetter Tires

$99

Size [78-14
Plus F.E.T.

5.00 Off on All Other
Pacesetter Size

ENGINE TUNE-UP
6-Cylinder $1595
8-Cylinder $ 1995
Includes: Plugs, Points, Condenser

FREE I

8 Pack of 16-oz. Pepsi with
oil change and lube.

-Air Conditioning Service -

North Point Standard
121 Bypass and Mayfield Road

Installation. "Financing
May 19, Saturday, FOR SALE Trade Back 18" 5 H.P. MOTOR and 14' boat. Good
available". Phone 753-8407 or 753- YARD SALE,
Drive. Window portable T.V. and stand, new condition. Phone 436-2197 before
Ann
Peggy
1302
8992.
May 23NC
M19P
11:00a.m.
hats, baby warranty. J.& B. Music,753chairs,
clothes,
fan,
5 Color Combinations
M19C
BUCKSKIN MARE, gentle furniture, other items too 7575.
SIAMESE KITTENS, pure bred.
To Choose From
M18C
enough for children. Show numerous to mention.
,M19C
YARD SALE, Fridai and Phone 753-9475.
We Imprint Names and quality, 7 years old, 1300.00
Saturday, 517 Whitnell. Phone
Phone
753-3501.
M23NC
21" BRIGGS & Stratton engine 753-1565. Antiques, wicker and MOBILE HOME, 1967 Vinale.
Numbers
mower, $49.88. 5 H.P. tiller, cane bottom rocker, dishes, Furnished, air conditioned,
GARAGE • SALE, Thursday, Briggs & Stratton engine with lamps, table, antique Singer hurricane straps and steps.
Friday and Saturday, May 17, 18 power reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P.
M19C
machine cabinet, many Phone 753.7351.
and 19 at 1707 Wells Extended. riding mower, Briggs & Stratton sewing
items.
M19C
other engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. riding
Hooked
rugs and
CASH REGISTER, 1010 Colts tire
7SA ZSA-bring Nicky to the miscellaneous household items, mower, Briggs & Stratton engine, YARD SALE, Saturday, 11:00 changer, battery charger, wheel
opening of the new Red dresses and pant suits, sizes 10, 1323.95. 7 H.P. mower, electric a.m.-4:00 p.m., 726 Nash Drive. balancer, car jack, air impact
12 and 14.
Mir start, Briggs & Stratton engine, Phone
Geranium Village on Lake
753-5225. Blue shag and wrench,cigarette machine, drink
$399.95. Roby Sales , Highway 68, braided rug, end table, clothes box, candy machine, and several
day
Barkley Memorial
I
Shasta
CAMPERS.
Benton, Ky.
June 11C dryer, etc.
M21C STARCRAI,T
Everyone will be there.
M19C small shop tools. Phone 753and Golden Falcon, travel
0775.
M19C
Phone 753-6650
' May 31C 9.8 H.P. MERCURY outboard VA LOANS,no down payment for
trailers'
M18C qualified veteran. 12 years to SPIDER BIKE, one year old,
aooD UPRIGHT _Piano. in good motor. Phone 753-9347.
pay. Drive on out almost tc excellent condition, $35.00. Phone
condition. Antique finish. Phone
M19C OCTAGONAL BREAKFAST set Clarks River Bridge on Beltline 753-4652 or after 5:00 p.m. 753486-2148.
with four chairs, Spanish design. Bank financing on spot. Bill's E1295.
M19C
M18C Mobile Home, 3900 South
Phone 753-7770.
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky, SMALL MOBILE home, air
rug specialist that adjusts to any
DEEP FREEZE, Philco, ex- 4434150.
M19C conditioned, furnished, $65000
carpet. New and used vacuums
234 ML North of Murray for sale. For demonstration cellent condition. Half bed with
Excellent for lake. Large shop
mattress and springs, good CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25', vise, $15.00. 1951 Chevrolet panel
local
Mike
your
phone
Hutchens,
(Formerly Neal Starks
condition. Phone 753-6963. M18C and treated fence posts. Murray truck, 1175.00. Baby bed matKirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753Lumber Company, 104 Maple tress, $5.00. Phone 489-2595. M19C
& Sons)
(I359.
Ma v 19C
ry Street.
8ll
dine so
a
FIVE PIECEci
M19C
LABRADOR PUPS Phone 753- good
1972-16'
STUERY
boat,
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, fiberglass cruiser with wide
M21C Wing Se40,
p.m.
EARN $8,000 PLUS per year. 7940after 5:00
MIK Mayfield, Kentucky on the beam, 65 H.P.
2443.
Johnson loop
Work from nome and back each
Benton Highway. Travel trailers charger motor, 1500 Campacity
like
anything
USED
"NEVER
InCompany.
day. National
tool pickup camper, toppers. We aim sterling
I
packs
side
Koening
SET
OF
trailer, with spare Aire
dividuals with limited ex- it," says users of Blue Lustre bins) and ladder racks for long
rent zampers by the week or and wheel. Walk through windperience. Send name, address cleaner. Rent electric sham- wheel base Chevrolet pickup.
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489- shield, convertible top, side
and phone number to F.B. pooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire Phone 436-2149.
M I8C 2303.
MI9C curtains and back drop. Used 6
M19C
Shopping
Center.
Hargis, Box 1125, Henderson, Ky.
hours. Many extras. U.S. Coast
42420
CARPORT-YARD sale, 806 THREE BEDROOM double- Guard inspected and approved
Ml8P
North 19th, Friday, Saturday and wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile for 1973. Reason for sale on acKENMORE REFRIGERATOR
Monday. Camping equipment, Homes, South Eteltline Highway, count of illness 82850.00. Phone
FOR SALE ,r
with ice maker, avocado color.
map clothing, household goods, books, Paducah, Ky Phone 443753-7536.
M18C
Phone 753-7245.
M19C 6150.
and odds and ends.
M19C
FRESH MEAT cooler and scales.
AIR CONDITIONER, Amana
M18P LIVING ROOM suite two piece 1969 NORSE mobile camper on CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
Phone 436-2176.
18,000 BTU, used, $150.00. RCA
in good condition, Early
self full of them at prices you couldn't stereo,dark pecan,tooks just like
tables Dodge chassis, 20.000 miles,
THE PROVEN carpet cleaner American.Solid maple end
it, like believe, starting at $450.00. Full new, beautiful piece of furniture,
on
everything
contained,
753Blue Lustre is easy on the budget. and coffee table. Phone
Brandon type, fold down and motor homes. in perfect condition, just $200.00
M18C new, contact Howard
Restores forgotten colors. Rent 3102.
M19C New and used. At Bill's Camper Two bedroom 8'1E41' ABC mobile
753-43n.
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile home, fully
electric shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik
carpeted and furMI9C
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road, nished older model trailer, but in
Mariiiet, Five Points.
Penton
1972-425
TRAIL
BIKE
AIR CONDITIONER, 3 ton, Duo
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for good shape. Phone 436-224 after
Therm, used only 2 months. Good condition.Phone 753M19C
information 443-6110.
TRUCK 110AD sale Thomas A.
2.123
7474.
3:00 p.m.
M19P
$450.00.
Excellent condition.
Edison air conditioners. 10,000
M22.P
Phone.436-5849.
TENNESSEE
REGISTERED
BTU,1184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
LATE MODEL boat. beautiful
walking horse stud service, also HONDA 1970 SL100, good con20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
for_11850.00
condition.
C,omulete
fith
South
301
at
SALE
MOVING,
Roby
Mr sale registered "toy white- dition For further information
40
$285.00. 26,000RTO, $318
Street Furniture, some antiques, Phone 753-6262 You must see.
french poodle. Phone 753- phone 753-3557 after 6:00 p.m.
female
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, odds ad ends and clothes.
May 21C
M21NC M21C
June II('
8482.
Kentucky
M18C

WALLACE'S
BOOK STORE

Pol Ad paid for Bud l E Stalls
(lampaign Committ6e, Bud l E.
Box 69,
tans, Jr , Tress
Murray, Ky

WANT TO BUY
BUYER OF Standing timber,
also logs, pulp wood. Phone 753June 4C
4147.

IASI Mail %mice

TRIANGLE INN

MOBILE HOME, 19139-12'x60',
PRACTICIALLY NEW two tires three bedrooms with air conand wheels, Goodyear Rally, size ditioner, washer and dryer.
M21P
G70x14. Phone 7534014 after 3:00 Phone 474-2227
MAC
p.m.

"Choo Choo
Mama
•Open 7 P.M.
•Cover-s2.00 ea.

FOR SALE
HONDA SCRAMBLER-1989helmet. Excellent
175, with
condition, $350.00. Phone 753Ml8P
3926.

anders-Purdom Motor Sales

Popular-Rock-Swing Music
The Hottest Organ Man In
This Area!

/*on

°THE WHITE HOU5E 15 A NICE PLACE TO
Vi5IT BUT 1 VONIT THINK I'D EVER WANT
TO WORK -ThiERE "

Uncertain?

*

1.1.01ii '.111.011

9-oz. Broiled

.444itminis

Mena

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

JOE MORRIS
& SONS
°bile Home
Salts, Inc.

753-96:16=

-0
. -141.-sarolille.1611
.
.
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Watergate Hearings McCord . . .
Anger TV Viewers

(Cestinued from Page 1)

ings are taking place.
McC,ord said Caulfield met
him personally again a few
days later, and thet they drove
in Caulfield's car toward Warrenton, Va., and back. Again
Caulfield urged McCord to be
silent, to accept offers of executive clemency, and again
McCord refused, he said.
Preceding the meetings with
Caulfield, he said, offers of clemency had been made by fellow Watergate conspirator E.
Howard Hunt and his wife, and
from an unidentified man who
identified himself in repeated,
furtive telephone calls as a
friend of Caulfield. McCord
said he always refused, and finally personal meetings with
Caulfield were arranged.
McCord said he received
many of the telephone calls by
prearrangement at a public
telephone booth on highway 355
near his home in suburban
Maryland.

Citizens Panel Gives
Several Recommendations

eroar...

FRIDAY—MAY 18, 1973

Mrs. Lawrence's
Rites Held Today
At Local Chapel

Richardson Promises
Prosecutor Authority

Funeral services for Mrs.
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
NEW YORK (API — The na- Infancy
what approach to take" in the
, the debut of the WaterEthel
Lawrence will be held
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Atty. M. Christopher of Los Angeles
tionally televised Watergate
area of teachers' salaries.
gate show had all the drama of
today at two p.m. at the chapel Gen.-designate Elliot L. Rich- withdrew from consideration.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
hearings spent more than five algebra
Kentuck
Since
y
ranks
42nd
in
—except for the reportKentucky schoolteachers would the nation in terms of average of the Max Churchill Funeral ardson has promised senators
hours Thursday angering game ers
They were on a list of four
covering it.
need a12 par auk pay rake a income, Ginger said, the ques- Home with Rev Charlie Sweatt that the Watergate prosecutor finalists he said he had drawn
show fans and those who find
It was a far cry from the 1951
he will name will have full au- up from about 100 names sugyear la
more drama in soap opera than show
s average of tion is whether Kentucky teach- officiating.
that focused on the nerPallbearers are Danny Vick, thority to probe and to prow- gested to him. Remaining on
Its gem aelptilawIng states by ers' salaries should be pegged
in the thrill of the hunt for vous,
twisting hands of gambler
1976, wtáthk.sItive goal to that overall figure or to the H.M. Lawrence,Edo Lawrence, cute.
truth in the packed Senate Frank
that list of four were retired
Costello or the one three
Keith Schumpert, James
oil Gillet rot
"I
am,
satisfie
Caucus Room in Washington.
New York appellate judge Dad,"
said
national
Sen.
average
for
teacher
s.
years later that aired the bitter
Everett Hughes, and Steve James 0. Eastland, D-Miss., vid W. Peck and Colorad
1Se start of the historic hear- confrontation
o Su\
Ihe closest thing
between Boston
Seaford. Burial will be in the chairnian of the Senate preme Court Judge William
ings before the Senate Select lawyer Joseph
H.
to a price is that Allen Bryan,
Welch and Sen.
Green Plain Cemetery with the Judiciary Committee which is Erickson.
Committee marked the first Joseph McCarth
chairman o 'he Citizens Comy, R-Wis.
arrang
ements
by the Max considering Riehardson's nomitime since February 1966 that
Richardson sent a letter to all
mission on E ucation Finance,
You also had to be a devoted
Churchill Funeral Home.
nation to head the Justice De- Judiciary Committee members
all three networks had televised Watergate
would put on any of his group's
buff to appreciate
Mrs. Lawrence, age 92, died partment.
all or part of a Senate hearing the thrust
detailing the duties and respontentative
recommendations
of questioning that
Wednesday at five a.m, at the
Live.
But three liberal Democrats sibilities he will delegate to the
Thursda
y.
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